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COMMENDATIONS

The following.Assistant United States Attorneys have been commended

Mark Aspey District of Frank Butler III Georgia
Arizona by Henry Sheets Middle District by Col
Past President Arizona Pro- Edwin Hornbrook Chief
bation Parole and Corrections Claims and Tort Litigation
Assn Flagstaff for his val- Staff Office of The Judge
uable assistance and partici Advocate General U.S Air

pation in recent U.S Sen- Force Washington D.C for
tencing Workshop his professionalism and skill

in conducting two civil cases
Leslie Banks Michael Clark on behalf of the Air Force
and Joseph Porto Texas
Southern District by Marion

Hambrick Special Agent in Nathan Dodell District of

Charge DEA Houston for suc Columbia by Benjamin Baer
cessfully prosecuting phy Chairman U.S Parole Comrnis
sican for illegallydispensing sion Chevy Chase Maryland
controlled substances for his excellent representa

tion in number of important
George Best Michigan Eas- appeals.cases over the years

tern District by Herbert
Kauffman Macomb Community
College for his excellent David Geneson District of

presentation entitled Drug Columbia by James Meyers
Forfeiture Law Overview and Division Chief Computer/Eco
Update for law enforcement nomic Crime Federal Law En-
off icials at the Macomb Crimi forcement Training Center
nal Justice Training Center Glynco Georgia forhisvalu

able assistance in the devel
Marilyn Bobula Ohio Nor- opuient of the Automated En
them District by vironment Training Program
Moore Inspector in Charge
U.S Postal Service Cleve
land for her success in the Joan Grabowski District of

prosecution of six-count Arizona by Harold Ezell
mail fraud case Western Regional Commissioner

INS for her contribution to

George Breitsaineter Dis- the significant accomplish
trict of Idaho by ments of the Fraud Investiga
Brock Jr. Supervisory Senior tions Unit Phoenix District
Resident Agent FBI Butte Office during the Legaliza
for his legal skill and ex tion/SAW Program
pertise in prosecuting major
securities fraud case
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Marc Hays and Ronald Wilma Lewis District of Col
Howen District of Idaho by umbia by Karl Kabeisenian
T.C Brock Jr Supervisory General Counsel Defense Lo
Senior Resident Agent FBI gistics Agency Department of

Butte Montana for their pro- Defense Alexandria Virginia
fessionalisni and dedication in for obtaining dismissal of an
the investigationandprepara- adverse lower court ruling in

tion of conspiracy case in- the Court of Appeals for the
volving counterfeiting bomb- District of Columbia thereby
ing illegal possession of ending litigation pending
automatic weapons and other since 1985
criminal violations

Joseph Hollomon Mississippi Stephen Liccione Wiscon
Southern District by Leonard sin Eastern District by
Adams Regional Audit Manager Gerald Toner Assistant
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Chief for Labor-Management
Firearms Atlanta for his Racketeering Criminal Divi
successful prosecution of an sion Department of Justice
arson case Washington D.C and from

Keith Gatz Special Agent
Clifford Johnson and Karla in Charge Office of Inspector
Dobinski Indiana Northern General Chicago for obtain-

District by James Turner ing conviction in labor-

Acting Assistant Attorney Gen- management relations case in

eral Civil Rights Division Milwaukee
Department of Justice Wash
ington D.C for successfully
prosecuting complex civil Lillian Lockary Georgia
rights case Middle District by Fred

Harris Jr Office of General
Gerald Kaminski Ohio South- Counsel Department of Agri
em District by Col Michael culture Atlanta for her ex
Petherick Staff Judge Advo- cellent representation of the

cate U.S Air Force Wright- Commodity Credit Corporation
Patterson Air Force Base for in case before the Bankrupt
obtaining dismissal of niedi- cy Court District Court and
cal negligence claim under the the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Tort Claims Act Eleventh Circuit

Craig Lawrence and Wilma Lew- Chalk Mitchell District of

is District of Columbia by Colorado by Robert Fenner
C.R Clauson Chief Postal In- General Counsel National

spector U.S Postal Service Credit Union Administration
Washington D.C for their Washington D.C for his
excellent representation and outstanding representation in

successful conclusion of litigation extending over

lengthy and complex Court of period of four years
Appeals case
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Richard Patrick District of Richard Stacy United States
Arizona by Hilton Foster Attorney and his Assistants
Branch Chief Securities and Francis Pico Margaret Lauer
Exchange Commission Washing- and Veta Carney District of

ton D.C for his successful Wyoming by Dick Thornburgh
prosecution of two civil in- Attorney General and William

junctive actions Sessions Director FBI for
their outstanding success in

Nicholas Phillips Missis- the largest bank fraud and em
sippi Southern District by bezzlement case in the State
Gary Combs Senior U.S of Wyoming
Probation Officer U.S Dis
trict Court Jackson for his
exbellent presentation on the John Vaudreuil Wisconsin
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 at Western District by Larry

training session for proba- Hood Assistant Regional Dir
tion officers Also by ector Law Enforcement Fish

Eugene Phillips Jr Deputy and Wildlife Service Depart
Chief Park Ranger National ment of the Interior Twin Ci-
Park Service Tupelo for his ties Minnesota for success-
presentation at recent Law fully prosecuting Operation
Enforcement In-Service train- Psittacine the first felony
ing session conviction under the Lacey Act

in the Western District of
David Sarnacki Wisconsin Wisconsin Alsofor his ded
Western District by Richard ication to wildlife conserva
Riseberg Chief Counsel Pub- tion during his ten years of
lic Health Service Department service as Federal prosecu
of Health and Human Services tor
Rockville Maryland for ob-

taming favorable settlement
in complex case involving Gregory Whitehair District
hospital and federal grant of Colorado by Donald Loff
funds Director of Engineering For

est Service Department of Ag
DianeM Sullivan District of riculture Lakewood for his

Columbia by Calvin Ninomiya excellent presentation on tort
Chief Counsel Bureau of the liability at recent Road
Public Debt Department of the Maintenance Workshop
Treasury Washington
for obtaining summary judgment
in favor of the Bureau of Pub
lic Debt

Francis Zebot Michigan Eastern
District by John Casey Packers
and Stockyards Division Department
of Agriculture Washington D.C for
his successful conclusion of civil
case against packing company
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PERSONNEL

On June 16 1989 Gary Feess was appointed Interim United
States Attorney for the Central District of California

On June 12 1989 Robert Mydans was appointed Interim
United States Attorney for the Western District of Oklahoma

On June 16 1989 David Wilson was appointed Interim
United States Attorney for the Western District of Washington

On June 1989 Edward S.G Dennis Jr Assistant Attorney
General for the Criminal Division became Acting Deputy Attorney
General

On May 22 1989 Kenneth Starr became the Solicitor Gen
eral Mr Starr served as Circuit Judge on the Court of Ap
peals for the District of Columbia Circuit since 1983

On May 22 1989 Carol Crawford became the Assistant

Attorney General for the Office of Legislative Affairs Ms
Crawford previously served as Associate Director for Economics
and Government Office of Management and Budget

On May 22 1989 Shirley Peterson became the Assistant

Attorney General for the Tax Division Ms Peterson was formerly
partner in the law firm of Steptoe and Johnson Washington

D.C

On May 22 1989 Stuart Schiffer became Acting Assistant

Attorney General for the Civil Division

ASSET FORFEITURE ISSUES

Money Laundering Indictments

Michael Zeldin Director Asset Forfeiture Office Criminal
Division has prepared model money laundering indictments for 18

U.S.C 1956 copies of which are attached at the Appendix of

this Bulletin as Exhibit Model indictments for 18 U.S.C
1957 and 31 U.S.C 5324 will be included in upcoming issues of

the United States Attorneys Bulletin

Any questions concerning these or any other money laundering
charges should be directed to Mr Zeldin or Associate Director

Harry Harbin at FTS/202 7864950 Bruce Pagel or Chuck Saphos
Narcotic and Dangerous Drug Section FTS/202 786-4700 are also
available to respond to your inquiries
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SENTENCING REFORM

Plea Bargaining In Cases Involving Firearms

On May 15 1989 the President outlined comprehensive
program to combat violent crime In it he noted that to ensure
the objective that those who commit violent crimes are held fully
accountable plea bargaining procedures must be uniformly and
strictly applied In compliance with the Presidents initiative
Attorney General Dick Thornburgh has issued guidelines for fed

eral prosecutors under theSentencing Reform Act to ensure that
federal Oharges always reflect both the seriousness of the de
fendants conduct and the Departments commitment to statutory
sentencing goals and procedures This means that in all but
exceptional cases such as those in which the defendant has pro
vided substantial assistance to the government in the investi
gation or prosecution of crimes by others federal prosecutors
will seek conviction for any of fenseinvolving the unlawful use
of firearm which is readily provable This will implement the
congressional mandate that mandatory minimum penalties be imposed
by the courts upon violent and dangerous felons

copy of Attorney General Thornburghs memorandum to Fed
eral Prosecutors dated June 16 1989 addressing plea bargaining
in cases involving firearms is attached as Exhibit at the Ap
pendix of this Bulletin Please refer to the March 15 1989
Bulletin Vol 37 No 81 for copy of the Attorney Gen
erals March 13 1989 memorandum on plea bargaining under the
Sentencing Reform Act

Any questions about these matters should be directed to the

appropriate Assistant Attorney General

Guideline Sentencing Updates

Guideline Sentencing Updates are published periodically by
the Federal Judicial Center to provide information concerning
selected federal court decisions on the sentencing reform legis
lation of 1984 and 1987 and the Sentencing Guidelines Attached
at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit are cOllection
of Guideline Sentencing Updates since January 1989 Copies of

Updates issued in the future will be made part of an upcoming
edition of the UnitedStates Attorneys Bulletin

If you would like copies of the issues prior to January
1989 please contact Judy Beeman Editor or Audrey Williams
Editorial Assistant at FTS/202 2725898
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Bicentennial Of The United States Attorneys

The Executive Office for United States Attorneys is re
ceiving enthusiastic support for the Bicentennial Bulletin
which is being prepared to commemorate the 200th birthday of the
Office of United States Attorneys If you have not already done

so please forward any historical material you may have includ
ing significant cases and events photos anecdotes and any
information on previous United States Attorneys who have served
in your District Your material should be directed to the atten-
tion of Laurence McWhorter Director Executive Office for
United States Attorneys Room 1618 10th and Constitution Avenue
N.W Washington 20530

If you have any questions please contact David Downs at
FTS/202 6333982 or Judy Beeman at FTS/202 2725898

Communication With Persons Represented BY Counsel

On June 1989 Attorney General Dick Thornburgh issued
memorandum to all Justice Department Litigators setting forth the

Departments policy on communication with persons represented by
counsel copy is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as

Exhibit

Please contact Edward S.G Dennis Jr Assistant Attorney
General for the Criminal Division at FTS/202 6332601 for ad
vice and assistance in determining if particular contact with

represented person is consistent with the policies of the De
partment

Carrying Of Firearms In Federal Courthouses

Pursuant to 6215 of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 Pub
No 100-690 new provision 18 U.S.C 930 was enacted

prohibiting the possession of firearm or dangerous weapon in

federal facility including federal courthouse copy of
this provision is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as

Exhibit
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Simple possession of firearm or dangerous weapon in fed
eral courthouse is misdemeanor and possession with intent to
use the weapon in crime is felony Exceptions are made for
possession by federal officers in the course of their duties
Due to the increasing number of security threats to federal
courthouses and the need for aggressive deterrent action you are
urged to carefully review and consider prosecution under 18

U.S.C 930 for incidents of weapon possession brought to your
attention by the United States Marshals Service court security
officers or any other federal officers

If you have any questions or require further information
please contact Gerald Auerbach Legal Counsel United States
Marshals Service at FTS/202 3079054

Denial And Revocation Of Passports Of
Convicted Drug Traffickers

The Department of State has adopted new regulations pro
viding that the Secretary of State shall deny issuance of or
revoke the passports of convicted drug traffickers in some
cases Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit
is copy of the Notice which explains the regulations and de
scribes what information the State Department solicits from fed
eral and state judicial and law enforcement authorities to aid
the Department in making its determinations

Foreign Travel By United States Attorneys

On May 1989 Assistant Attorney General for Administra
tion Harry Flickinger advised all United States Attorneys that
White House Directive issued March 27 1989 established proce
dures whereby foreign travel by senior officials of the Executive
Branch the heads of components and/or officials at the Executive
Schedule IV level must be submitted to the Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs for approval Upon com
plØtion of the travel trip report must be provided to the
President through the Assistant The Department has determined
that this request applies to United States Attorneys

The following information is to be provided to the Assist
ant the objectives of the trip the names of the senior
participants the itinerary and list- of the major
events meetings and appearances
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Both the notification and report should be sent to

Honorable Brent Scowcroft
Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs
The White House

Washington 20500

Internment Of Japanese-American Citizens

On May 19 1989 press release was issued by the Depart
ment of Justice indicating that 55000 people from around the
world have submitted information to the Departments Office of

Redress Administration ORA ORA was created to implement
Section 105 of the Civil Liberties Act of 1988 which provides
for redress payments to Japanese Americans and U.S permanent
resident aliens evacuated and interned by the United States

during World War II Among the responsibilities of ORA is to

locate those eligible to receive payment

It was incorrectly stated in this release that those persons
relocating to Japan between December 1941 through June 30
1946 are ineligible to receive compensation The correct infor
mation is as follows

The Civil Liberties Act specifically excludes
from eligibility those who relocated to coun
try at war with the United States during the
period beginning on December 1941 and

ending on September 1945

United States Attorneys Manual On JURIS

Volume II of the United States Attorneys Manual which in
cludes Titles through and Volume III of the Manual which
includes Title is available on JURIS in the search file USAM
in the MANUAL group
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LEGISLATION

ABA Role In Judicial Selection Process

On June 1989 the Attorney General testified before the
Senate Judiciary Committee on the role of the American Bar Asso
ciation in the judicial selection process In 1980 new sec
tion was added to the ABA guidelines to permit consideration of

nominees political or ideological philosophy to the extent
that extreme views on such matters might bear on judicial tem
perarnent and integrity The Attorney General advised the ABA
of the significant concerns engendered by the section and ensuing
correspondence with the ABA resulted in an agreement that the
reference to consideration of political or ideological philo
sophy would be deleted from the ABAs guidelines The Attorney
General described these and other concerns relevant to the ABA
role and answered questions from members of the Committee

Bureau of Indian Affairs Law Enforcement Authority

On May 23 1989 the House passed H.R 498 under suspension
of the rules The bill as originally introduced provided ex
plicit statutory authority for commissioned law enforcement offi
cers of the Department of the Interior to carry firearms make
arrests and carry out other law enforcement responsibilities
authorized by the Secretary and was not objectionable to the

Department of Justice

During markup in the House Interior Committee however an

additional provision was included in the bill which would require
elaborate reporting by federal authorities to the tribes follow
ing the termination of an investigation or the declination to

prosecute case The bill would also require the sharing of

law enforcement investigative files under certain circumstances
The Department of Justice vigorously opposes this new provision
in the bill and will work in the Senate for its deletion or
amendment

Drug Enforcement At The Local Level

On May 31 1989 the House Select Committee on Narcotics
Abuse held hearing on the drug enforcement crisis at the local
level Appearing on behalf of the Department was Joe Whitley
Acting Associate Attorney General Testimony by local officials
detailed problems in local drugenforcement and frustration with
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federal funding i.e what they characterized as the slowness
in receiving funds and the inadequacy of awarded amounts Sev
eral mayors proposed that major cities should receive direct
funding from the Federal Government and Committee Chairman Ran-
gel indicated that he will raise this issue with Senator Biden

Joint Production Ventures

On May 17 1989 Acting Assistant Attorney General Michael
Boudin Antitrust Division testified before the Economic and
Commercial Law Subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee
Congressman Jack Brooks who chairs the Subcommittee is inter
ested in studying various legislative proposals that would clar
ify or alter the application of the antitrust laws to cooperative
production ventures in order to encourage U.S competitiveness
in world markets Several bills have been introduced in the
101st Congress but the Administration has not yet taken posi
tion on whether or what type of legislation in this area is ap
propriate It was clear during questioning however that the
Chairman wants to move legislation this term and intends to push
for the Justice Departments position in the near future

Post-Employment Restrictions Act Of 1989

During the markup of H.R 2267 formerly H.R Congress-
man Frank agreed to drop his provision regarding general ban
on former covered government employees aiding and advising cli
ents whether before their former agencies or behind the scenes
and he added language regarding the non-disclosure of certain
proprietary information acquired by covered persons during their
employment with the government and the inclusion of the judicial
branch under coverage of the Ethics in Government Act He also
agreed to discuss Department of Justice concerns about the com
pensation provision and about the particular matter issue on
the one-year cooling-off period 18 U.S.C 207c
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Savings And Loans

Pursuant to sequential referral from the House Banking
Committee the full House Judiciary Committee onMay 24 1989
considered amendments to the Financial Institutions Reform Re
covery and Enforcement Act HR 1278 as it was reported out of

the Banking Committee

During markup number of amendments to gut the Jaw en
forcement provisions were defeated or significantly modified to
address Department concerns An amendment strongly opposed by
the Administration to alter the capital requirements to include
the value of goodwill was defeated by 17-17 tie vote Amend
ments to reduce criminal penalties and to limit the statute of

limitations to five years were soundly defeated The limited

grand jury information sharing Rule 6e expansion provision
adopted by the Banking Committee was retained and provision
mandating the creation of Fraud Section field offices was de
leted An amendment adding intent to the obstruction of justice
offense was defeated and compromise amendment drafted by the

Department to establish separate misdemeanor and felony obstruc
tion offenses was adopted The Hughes asset forfeiture amendment

eliminating the regulatory agencies control of the forfeiture
fund and use of proceeds for the payment of investigative costs
was adopted Forfeiture authority for mail and wire fraud of
fenses were retained

On June 15 1989 H.R 1278 reached the House floor for

action The results will be outlined in the next issue of the
Bulletin

Tax Penalty Administration And Compliance

On June 1989 Shirley Peterson Assistant Attorney
General for the Office of Legislative Affairs testified before
the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Oversight in support of H.R
2528 the Improved Penalty Administration and Compliance Tax Act
The legislation is intended to make the civil tax penalty system
more effective rational and workable Mrs Peterson endorsed

provisions of the bill which would facilitate injunction
actions against tax return preparers require full payment
of frivolous return penalties prior to bringing refund suit

permit IRS to assess and collect sanctions imposed by the
courts in tax cases and clarify computation of the penalty
for promoting abusive tax shelters It is expected that civil
tax penalty reform bill will be approved by the Ways and Means
Subcommittee as part of its budget reconciliation package
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CASE NOTES

CIVIL DIVISION

Supreme Court Unanimously Affirms District Courts
Decision Holding Civil False Claims Act Unconstitu
tional As Applied Under The Double Jeopardy Clause

The defendant pleaded guilty to 65 counts under the criminal
false claims statute for submitting false claims for reimburse
ment to the government Each of the 65 false claims illegally
sought overpayment of nine dollars After the criminal proceed
ings came to an end the government sought civil penalties from
the defendant under the civil False Claims Act which provides
for civil penalty of $2000 per false claim filed against the

government Thus the government sought $130000 in civil penal
ties though the total fraud amounted to $585.00

The district court denied the governments claim for civil

penalties ruling that because the cumulative civil penalty man
dated by the statute was in this case so disproportionate to the
magnitude of the fraud committed by the defendant the civil pen
alty was in effect criminal punishment Thus the district
court reasoned because the defendant had already been convicted
and punished under the criminal statute for these false claims
this second criminal punishment for the same acts would violate
the Double Jeopardy Clause Accordingly the cOurt held that the
civil False Claims Act was unconstitutional as applied

In unanimous decision per Blackmun the Supreme
Court has now upheld the district courts ruling The Court
reasoned that although Congress intended the statutes civil
penalty scheme to be civil the civil or criminal label is

not of paramount importance The Court stated that even
civil penalties may constitute punishment for purposes of the
Double Jeopardy Clauses ban on multiple punishment Thus the
Court explained where in rare case such as this one the
statutory civil penalty is overwhelmingly disproportionate
to the damages inflicted on the government and is not ration
ally related to the goal of making the government whole for its

losses the sanction while civil in nature nevertheless con
stitutes punishment that invokes the humane interests safe
guarded by the Double Jeopardy Clause The Court concluded that
where as here an individual is successfully prosecuted under
the criminal false claims statute the government in subse
quent civil suit based on the same fraudulent acts may recover

money penalty only up to the line to be drawn by the district
court in its discretion between remedy and punishment
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United States Irwin-Ha1er No 87-1383

May 15 1989 DJ 7751456

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer FTS/202-633--5431
Thomas Bondy FTS/202-633-2397

Supreme Court Holds That The Federal Tort Claims Act
FTCA Does Not Confer Pendent Party Jurisdiction
Upon The United States District Courts

The plaintiff whose husband and children died in anair
plane crash in California brought an FTCA action against the
government alleging that the accident was caused by the FAAs
negligence The plaintiff also sought to name as defendants the
City of San Diego and local utility company both of whom were
alleged to have been negligent as well under state law The
district court allowed the plaintiff to join these additional
defendants in this federal court action even though there exists
neither federal question jurisdiction nor diversity jurisdiction
over the claims against the city and the utility company The
district court ruled that because the claims against the city and

the utility company arose from the same nucleus of facts as the
claim against the government federal jurisdiction existed under
the theory of pendent party jurisdiction On our interlocutory
appeal the Ninth Circuit summarily reversed the district courts
jurisdictional ruling and the Supreme Court has now affirmed the
court of appeals decision

In 5-4 ruling per Scalia the Supreme Court reasoned
in large part that the language of the FTCAs.jurisdictiorial pro
vision 28 U.S.C 1346b compels the conclusion that the FTCA
confers upon the district courts jurisdiction only on claims
against the United States ibid and not on claims against
other parties

Barbara Finley United States No 871973
May 22 1989 DJ 157122867

Attorneys John Cordes FTS/202-633-3380
Thomas Bondy FTS/202-633-2397
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Supreme Court Unanimously Upholds Validity Of DOT User
Fee Statute Ruling That Congress May Delegate Taxing
Power In The Same Manner As Other Powers Enumerated In

Article Sec Of The Constitution

User fees like taxes raise revenues but differ from
taxes by attempting to correlate the exaction with the benefi
ciary of government service Congress has greatly expanded the
use of user fees in recent years to the point where some experts
estimate our government now receives roughly percent of its
receipts from various user fees Typically Congress has dele
gated to the appropriate administrative agency the power to de
vise the fee schedules and this has led to series of chal
lenges to the constitutionality of such delegations In this

case Section 7005 of the Consolidated Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1985 COBRA directed the Secretary of Transportation to es
tablish fees from pipeline operators subject to the Hazardous
Liquid Pipeline Safety Act and the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety
Act The fees were to recover the appropriated costs of these

programs the regulated firms were to be charged on the basis of

usage in reasonable relationship to volumemiles miles reve
nues or an appropriate combination thereof

The district court invalidated COBRA Section 7005 on the

ground that by allowing the Secretary to select among various
methods for apportioning the burden of the fees among users
Congress had unconstitutionally delegated its legislative power
to set tax rates to the Executive Branch On direct appeal
Justice OConnor writing for unanimous Court reversed The

Supreme Court held that there was no basis to distinguish Con
gress power to lay and collect taxes from the other enumerated

powers The requirement that all bills raising revenue must
originate in the House Art implies nothing about the

scope of Congress power to delegate discretionary authority
under its taxing power once tax bill has been properly enact
ed Accordingly the Supreme Court found no need to decide
whether user fees are taxes or something else

Skinner Secretary of Transportation Mid
America Pipeline Company No 872098 April 25
1989 DJ 145181496

Attorneys Robert Greenspan FTS/202-633-5428
Bruce Forrest FTS/202-6332496
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D.C Circuit Holds Under The Equal Access To Justice
Act EAJA That Where Large Ineligible Party and
Small Eligible Parties Litigate Case Together The
Small Ineligible Parties Can Recover Only The Pro
portional Share Of Attorneys Fees Justified By
Their Actual Contribution To The Case

Three plaintiffs represented by separate counsel brought
suit against the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The
largest of the three the American Association of Retired Persons
AARP took the lead in the case and generated 83 percent of the
hours worked by all three plaintiffs lawyers Plaintiffs suc
ceeded on one aspect of their suit and two of them applied for

attorneys fees under EAJA Those two eligible plaintiffs--but
not AARP which has 27 million members and never attempted to
claim eligibility for EAJA fees-applied for all of the fees gen
erated in the case including the 83 percent of the hours worked
by AARPs attorneys The district court relying on an earlier
D.C Circuit case concluded that AARP was the real party in in
terest and denied fees altogether The district court reasoned
that because AARP was ineligible for fees the two smaller plain
tiffs could not collect fee largely generated by lawyers for

AARP Plaintiffs appealed again seeking all the fees generated
in the case

The Court of Appeals Robinson Edwards Sentelle believed
that all three plaintiffs were real parties in interest and hence
entitledto apply for fees if otherwise eligible for them But
the court held that the smaller plaintiffs could recover fees

only for that portion of the case to which they made contribu
tion In addition the court also caution district courts
not to award EAJA fees when ineligible plaintiffs merely join
eligible plaintiffs to take free ride through the judicial
process at the governments expense

American Association of Retired Persons
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
No 885183 D.C Cir May 1989
DJ 145184226

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer FTS/202-633-5431
Rick Richmond FTS/202-633-3688
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First Circuit Affirms District Court Decision Invali
datingHHS Regulations That Prohibited Recipients Of
Title Family Plairning Grants From Abortion-Related
Counseling Referral and Advocacy

The Department of Health and Human Services HHS under
Title of the Public Health Services Act makes grants to din-
ics for the provision of family planning services Since 1970
Title has .been administratively construed to prohibit Title
grantees from performing abortions but to permit counseling and
referrals for abortion Last year HHS reversed this policy
promulgating regulations that prohibited all abortion-related

referrals counseling and advocacy In addition the regula
tions required program integrity meaning that Title clinics
had to be physically and financially distinct from facilities
that provide abortions

The district court had invalidated the regulations on stat
utory and constitutional grounds majority of panel of the
First Circuit Bownes Selya JJ Torruella dissenting
has affirmed the district courts decision The majority held
that the regulation concerning program integrity exceeded the
Sedretarys statutory authority under Title However insofar
as concerned abortionrelated counseling referral and advocacy
the panel accepted our argument that the regulations are within
the scope of the Secretarys statutory autIority The majority
held that the regulations concerning counseling and referral
unconstitutionally interfere with womans right to make an
informed decision concerning abortion by curtailing her ability
to receive counseling on abortion from the physician responsible
for her medical care It also held that the regulations con
cerning advocacy violate the FirstAmendment free speech rights
of Title grantees

Judge Torruella agreed with the majoritys conclusions re
garding the statutory validity of the regulations Hedissented
from the bulk of the majoritys conclusions on constitutional
grounds and would have upheld the validity of the advocacy regu
lations and the counseling regulations as not violative of the
constitutional rights of women or Title grantees Judge Tor
ruella accepted our argument that the Title regulations do not
create obstacles to womans decision concerning abortion they
merely do not remove existing obstacles Judge Torruella how
ever joined the majority opinion insofar as it concerned the
referral regulations essentially on the ground that the regula
tions mandate referral of Title clients to prolife organiza
tions
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts Secretary
of Health and HumanServices No 88-1279

1st Cir May 1989 DJ 13736783

Attorneys John Cordes FTS/202-6333380
Alfred Mollin FTS/2026334116

Fifth Circuit Holds That Bad Faith Attorneys Fees
Cannot Be Awarded Based On The Conduct Givin Rise
To The Plaintiffs Substantive Claim And That Fees
Can Never Be Awarded Against The Government In An
FTCA Suit Under Subsection Cd Of The EAJA

Plaintiff Sanchezsued the United States under the FTCA and
Border Patrol Agent Rowe under Bivens asserting that Rowe had
assaulted him during Border PatrOl raid The district court
found for Sanchez on both theories but demanded that he make an
election as to which defendant he wanted to have judgment
against He chose the United States and then moved for fees
under EAJA The district court denied Sanchezs request and the
court of appeals Clark C.J Timbers Rubin J.J has now
affirmed The court rejected Sanchezs claim that the United
States could liable for fees on bad faith rationale under
Section 2412b on the grounds that bad faith fees are not avail
able when the only actions alleged to be taken in bad faith were
the ones which formed the basis of the plaintiffs substantive
claim The court also rejected Sanchezs assertion that fees
could be awarded under Section 2412d because the tort excep
tion did not apply in cases involving constitutional tort
Although the Fifth Circuit had previously hinted at this gloss
to the tort exception the court agreed with our argument that
recoveries under the FTCA must be premised on state and not

constitutional law

Sanchez Rowe No 871439 5th Cir April 18
1989 DJ 3973128

Attorneys William Kanter FTS/2026331597
Robert Rasmussen FTS/202-633-3424
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En Banc Ninth Circuit Holds Army Is Estopped From

Refusing To Reenlist Homosexual Soldier

Watkins brought this action in 1982 contending primarily
that the Armys policy excluding homosexuals violates equal pro
tection Initially the district court held that the Army was

estopped from applying its regulation.against Watkins because the

Army had previously reenlisted him knowing him to be homosex
ual On our appeal 3judge panel unanimously reversed and
remanded for consideration of Watkins equal protection claim

Watkins The district court upheld the regulation Watkins

appealed and in to decision the Ninth Circuit reversed
Watkins II The panel held that homosexuals are suspect
class and the Armys exclusion of them is not justified by com
pelling interest

The Ninth Circuit then granted our petition for rehearing
en banc The en banc court has now withdrawn both prior Ninth
Circuit decisions and reinstated the initial district court de
cision The 6-judge majority acknowledged that the Supreme Court
has never held that the government be estopped from applying
valid regulation but has stated that the government might be

estopped if it engages in affirmative misconduct Here the ma
jority held the Armys previous reenlistments of Watkins invio
lation of its own regulation satisfied the affirmative miscon
duct standard The majority did not reach the equal protection
issue Four judges dissented stating that they agreed with the

holding in Watkins that Watkins estoppel claim was nonjusti
ciable because it was challenge to military personnel deci
sion not involving claimed violation of any constitutional
statutory or regulatory provision The dissenting judges did
not comment on the equal protection issue The two judges who
had constituted the majority in the Watkins II panel decision
concurred separately Judge Canby was of the view that the
government was estopped but that the regulation violated equal
protection Judge Norris adhered to his view as member of the
Watkins panel that the government was not estopped because it

had not engaged in affirmative misconduct but he also adhered
to his view in Watkins II that the regulation violated equal
protection

Sgt Perry Watkins United States Army
No 854006 9th Cir May 1989
DJ 14544059

Attorneys Anthony Steinmeyer FTS/202-633-3388
Roy Hawkens FTS/202-633-433l
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Ninth Circuit Holds That Statute Of Limitations For
Suits In Admiralty Act May Not Be Tolled Under Any
Circumstances

In this Suits in Admiralty Act/Clarification Act suit on
behalf of merchant seaman who alleged exposure to asbestos on

United States vessel plaintiffs counsel sent the adminis
trative claim to the wrong government office thereby delaying
its filing by ten days As consequence the administrative
denial of the claim was also delayed by ten days under the regu
iations and by then the two-year statute of limitations had run
Since both an administrative disallowanceand filing of suit
within two years are jurisdictional requirements counsels error
left them in catch-22 situation -- unable to file lawsuit be
fore the statute of limitations ran because no administrative
disallowance had yet occurred and unable tof lie afterthe ad
ininistrative disallowance because the statute of limitations had
then run The district court held that the statute of limita
tions could not be toiled while the administrative claim was
pending Plaintiff appealed

The Ninth Circuit Sneed and Noonan C.J Wilson D.J
affirmed holding that the Suits in Admiralty Act statute of

limitations is jurisdictionalin nature and not subject to toll
ing The court rejected the contrary holding of the Fifth Cir
cult and viewed adverse dictum in recent Ninth Circuit case as

refleôting mistaken understanding of Ninth Circuit precedent
The court recognized that the problem arose here because of coun
sels error in filing the administrative claim with the wrong
office and that to avoid the harsh result that followed as

consequence would require rewriting of the statutes Since the
statutes establish two independent requirements to suit--the
disallowance of an adrninistrativeclaim and filing of lawsuit
within two years--the court was not free to ignore either of the

requirements

DOrothy Smith United States No 88-1865

9th dr April 21 1989 DJ 61112927

Attorneys Robert Greenspan FTS/202-633-5428
Gregory Sisk FTS/2026334825
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Ninth Circuit Interprets New Statute As Retroactively
Foreclosing Claims By AFDC Recipients For Unpaid Bene
fits Allegedly Wrongfully Withheld Under Prior Statute
And Relects Argument That This Statute Effected An
Unconstitutional Taking Of Their Claims To Withheld
Benefits

This case arose as an action on behalf of California
state-wide class of eighteen-year-old mothers living with their

parents and not currently attending school These plaintiffs
challenged federal regulation concerning the tigranaparent deem
ing provision of the Aid to Families With Dependent Children
statute Under grandparent deeming certain income of the de
pendent childs grandparents is included in determining the need
and eligibility of an AFDC household if the childs parent lives
with the grandparents The challenged regulation provided for

application of grandparent deeming to eighteen-year-old mothers
in California regardless of whether they attended school The
district court ruled following number of other courts of ap
peals and district courts that grandparent deeming under the
statute could be applied only if the mother was attending school
During the pendency of the litigation Congress amended the

grandparent deeming statute in manner which negated the regu
lation but also provided that states were not to be considered
to have made any underpayment of aid by reason of prior noncom
pliance with the provisions of the new amendment We contended
that this statute reflected Congresss intent to protect those
states which had relied upon the federal regulation from being
held liable for any underpaynients to beneficiaries under the

prior ambiguous statute The district court disagreed and or
dered past-due benefits to be paid to the class with interest at

10 percent

The Ninth Circuit has now reversed agreeing with us that
the most reasonable interpretation of the statute was that Con-
gress wished to clarify the meaning of an ambiguous statute but
do so in such manner as to preclude recovery of benefits with-
held under the Department of Health and Human Services construc
tion of the prior statute The court further held that retroac
tive preclusion of recovery in pending cases did not constitute
an unconstitutional taking of property because cause of action
does not become vested property right until final judgment
Nor was Congresss action violation of separation of powers
principles by directing the outcome of cases pending in the
Judicial Branch The statute did not require court to make
certain finding of fact or apply an unconstitutional law but

simply changed the legal rules that applied to general class
of pending cases
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Victoria Grimesy Linda McNahon Otis
Bowen No 87-1745 9th Cir May 25 1989
DJ 145162897

Attorneys William Kanter FTS/202633-1597
Gregory Sisk FTS/2026334825

Tenth Circuit Holds That Prevailing Partys Timely
Rule 59e Motion Tolls Time To Appeal An Injunction

This action began in 1971 when the original plaintiffs
sought an injunction requiring the Secretary of Health Educa
tion and Welfare HEW now Health and Human Services HHS to

provide hearings to Medicare home health care patients before
terminating their benefits On remand from the Tenth Circuit in

1973 the district court issued such an order The case there-
after remained dormant until 1986 when other Medicare benefici
aries intervened to seek an order requiring the Secretary to coin-

ply with the 1973 order At that time the Secretary moved to
vacate the 1973 order arguing that under Mathews Eldridcie
424 U.S 319 1976 such pre-terinination hearings are not re
quired by the due process clause The district court however
adhered to its original view and issued new injunction requir
ing pre-termination hearings

Even though they had secured an injunction intervenors
fileda timely motion to alter or amend the judgment under Rule
59e Federal Rules of Civil Procedure which remained pending
in the district court for several months Accordingly we filed

notice of appeal while the Rule 59e motion was pending con
tending that Rule 4a Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure --

which pro.vides that notice of appeal filed during the pendency
of Rule 59e motion is nullity -- cannot preclude an immedi
ate appeal from an injunction The Tenth Circuit has now reject
ed this view and dismissed our appeal

Martinez et al Sullivan et al No 871947
10th Cir May 12 1989 DJ 13749227

Attorneys Anthony Steinmeyer FTS/202-633-3388
John Koppel FTS/2026335459
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CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

Supreme Court Sets Forth Evidentiary Standards And
Burdens Of Proof In Title VII Disparate Impact Cases

On June 1989 the Supreme Court issued its decision in

Wards Cove Packing Co Atonio No 87-1387 in which it set
forth the legal framework including the statistical showing and
burdens of proof that should be applied in actions challenging
employment practices as having disparate impact on minority
groups in violation of Title VII Justice White writing for

majority of the Court including Justices OConnor Scalia and

Kennedy and Chief Justice Rehnquist indicated that in order to

make out puma facie case of unintentional discrimination
plaintiff must establish that particular hiring practice has
caused significant disparate impact on protected group In

this regard the Court stated that statistical imbalance in

one segment of an employers work force does not without more
establish prima facie case of disparate impact with respect to

the selection of workers for the employers other positions even
where workers for the different positions may have somewhat fun
gible skills Slip Op

An employer may rebut such prima facie case of disparate
impact by producing evidence that the practice serves in sig
nificant way legitimate employment goals Slip Op 15
This standarddoes not require an employer to offer evidence that
the practice is essential or indispensable to the business In

this regard the Court held that the employer carries the burden
of producing evidence of business justification for his employ
ment practice while the burden of persuasion remains with the

disparate impact plaintiff Ibid

Finally should an employer meet its burden of production
plaintiff may nonetheless prevail if he can persuade the fact-

finder that other tests or selection devices without simi
larly undesirable effect would also serve the employers legiti
mate interests Slip Op 16 Moreover such
as the cost or other burdens of proposed alternative selection
devices are relevant in determining whether they would be equally
as effective as the challenged practice in serving the employers
legitimate business goals Id at 17 In rendering its deci
sion the Court adopted in virtually all respects the position
advanced by the United States in its amicus brief

Wards Cove Packing Co Atonio No 87-1387

June 1989 DJ 1708281

Attorneys David Flynn FTS/202 633-2195
Lisa .J Stark FTS/202 6334491
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Supreme Court Holds That Fourth Amendment Standard
Of Objective Reasonableness Governs All Claims That
Police Have Used Excessive Force In Making An Arrest

On May 15 1989 the Supreme Court decided Graham Connor
No 87-6571 which raised the question Of what constitutional
standard should govern claims that law enforcement officials have
used excessive force in making an arrest an investigative stop
or other seizure of person The Fourth Circuit had applied
four-factor test which was derived from notions of substantive
due process and which included as one element consideration of

whether the official acted maliciously and sadistically for the

very purpose of causing harm The Supreme Court rejected this
substantive due process approach and held that all claims that
law enforcement officers have used excessive force in the course
of an arrest investigatory stop or other seizure of free

citizen should be analyzed under the Fourth Amendment and its

reasonableness standard The Court emphasized that subjective
concepts like malice and sadism have no place in the inquiry

The Court has now established the appropriate standard for
analyzing claims of excessive force in two of the three most
common contexts The Court had previously held in Whitley
Albers 374 U.S.C 312 1986 that after conviction the
Eighth Amendment standard of unnecessary and wanton infliction
of pain governs claims of excessive force in riot situation

also Estelle Gamble 429 U.S 97 1976 An important
remaining question is what standard will govern claims of exces
sive force during pretrial detention In Graham the Court left

open the possibility that the Fourth Amendment might govern such
claims At the very least the Court held pre-trial detainees
are protected by the Due Process Clause against excessive force
that amounts to punishment While Graham was private action
under 42 U.S.C 1983 its analysis is equally applicable to cri
minal prosecutions under 18 U.S.C 242 which prohibits the de
privation of constitutional rights by persons acting under color
of law and 18 U.S.C 241 which prohibits conspiracies to in
terfere with the exercise of constitutional rights Henceforth
such prosecutions should rely on the FourthAinendment in cases

involving the arrest of free citizens Because of the uncer
tainty about the applicable standard in post-arrest cases United
States Attorneys when formulating indictments should confer
with Linda Davis Chief Criminal Section Civil Rights Division
FTS/2O2-63332O4

Graham Connor S.Ct No 87-6571

May 15 1989 DJ 171552

Attorneys David Flynn FTS-202633-2l95
Irv Gornstein FTS2026332l95
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Federal Rules Of Evidence

Rule 704 Opinion on ultimate issue

Defendants were convicted on various narcotics-related
charges On appeal they objected inter alia to the scope of

expert testimony on allegedly coded conversations The govern
ment relied extensively on the testimony of an FBI special agent
trained in code breaking He analyzed intercepted telephone con
versations that were conducted in Greek and that used names of
household objects to stand for drugs and drug transactions The
FBI agent over defense objection expressed his opinion as to
the nature of the business being transacted in the conversations
and the role of each of the defendants in that business The
agents testimony was corroborated by the testimony of other wit
nesses

The Court of Appeals held that an expert witness testifying
or the government did not go beyond what Rule 704 permits by

Jiving opinion about the roles played by the eight co-defendants
The court added they could be viewed as factual conclusions
rather than opinions It is not valid objection that the
agents conclusion about the roles played by each codefendant
went to an ultimate issue in the case Under Rule 704b the
criterion for admitting this kind of evidence is whether it is

helpful to the jury the trial court believed and the Third Cir
cuit agreed that jurors not fluent in the drug trades idiom
would be aided by the agents testimony

Affirmed in part

tJnjted States Athànasios Theodoropoulos et al
$66 F.2d 587 3d Cir January 17 1989

Rule 404b Character Evidence Not Admissible To Prove
Conduct Exceptions Other Crimes
Other Crimes Wrongs Or Acts

Defendant was convicted of first-degree murder of postal
employee whom he shot from behind screen door as she delivered
mail The defense theory.was that the defendant lacked the spe
cific intent necessary for first-degree murder In rebuttal and
over defense objection the government introduced evidence that
the defendant had shot into womans home three months prior and
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seven years earlier had confronted aman at gunpoint On appeal
the defendant contended evidence of his prior unlawful acts was
inadmissible character evidence under Rule 404b The Govern
ment argued it was admissible to rebut the defens.e claims of mis
take accident and lack of motive

The Court of Appeals held that admission of the challenged
evidence was reversible error Evidence of other bad acts is not
automatically admissible simply because the defendant argued at
trial.that he had no motive to commit the crime The Court found
thatthe disputed evidence did not tend to showan element of the
charged offense that was material issue in the case i.e the
required intent Instead the evidence established nothing more
than the defendants general propensity for violence which is

precisely the use of evidence barred by Rule 404b

Reversed

United States Kerry Lynn Brown 2d ____
No 865306 9th dr Apr 27 1989

LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

National Environmental Policy Act NEPA Does Not
Impose Duty To Mitigate Environmental Harms Nor
Does It.Require An Acfency To Include Complete Miti
gation Plan In Its Environmental Impact Statement
ElS Or Worst Case Analysis

Writing for unanimous Court Justice Stevens reversed the
Ninth Circuit for its misinterpretation of the National Environ
mental Policy Act NEPA in two cases The Court unequivocally
held that there is no substantive duty to mitigate environ
mental harms under NEPA and therefore no duty to include
complete mitigation plan in an Environmental Impact Statement
EIS NEPA does not require worst case analysis and
reviewing courts may not require supplementary environmental
impact statements where the agencys decision not to prepare one
was not arbitrary or capricious Marsh only

Robertson Methdw Valley Citizens Council involved the
Forest Services decision to issue special use permit for
development of ski area in the Northern Cascade Mountains of

Washington state The Court reversed the.Ninth Circuit holding
first that is fundamental distinction between

requirement that mitigation be discussed in sufficient detail
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to ensure that environmental consequences have been fairly evalu
ated on the one hand and substantive requirement that com
plete mitigation plan be actually formulated and adopted on the
other It would be inconsistent with NEPAs reliance on
procedural mechanisms as opposed to substantive resultbased
standards to demand the presence of fully developed plan that
will mitigate environmental harm before an agency can act The
Court focused Slip op 18-19 in particular on the difficulty
this requirement poses when important off-site mitigation is to
be developed and implemented by local governments and other agen
cies over which the federal government has no control

Next the Court rejected the Ninth Circuits requirement
that NEPA mandates worst case analysis despite the Council on
Environmental Qualitys CEQ recission of the worst case analy
sis regulation The Court agreed with us that there is nothing
in NEPA or the case law interpreting it that requires this type
of analysis and reiterated that CEQS reinterpretation of NEPA
warrants deference particularly where as here it has well
considered basis for the change Finally the Court also re
jected the Ninth Circuits call for complete mitigation plan
under Forest Service regulations and found that the Forest Serv
ices interpretation of its mitigation regulations to apply only
to on-site mitigation was not plainly erroneous or inconsistent
with the regulation and is thus controlling Slip op 24

Marsh Oregon Natural Resources Council involves Corps
of Engineers flood control project dam in the Rogue River
Basin The Ninth Circuit rejected the Corps environmental anal
ysis on several grounds including mitigation and worst case
analysis On the mitigation and worst case issues the Supreme
Court referred back to Robertson On the supplementation ques
tion however Justice Stevens began by announcing that the stan
dard of review on questions of supplementation is the arbitrary
and capricious standard provided by the APA not the reason
ableness standard used by the Ninth Circuit And
analysis of the relevant documents requires high level of

technical expertise we must defer to the informed discretion
of the responsible federal agencies Then following de
tailed discussion of the information before the agency and after

noting that some of that information was not submitted to the

Corps until after the litigation had commenced the Court con
cluded that after taking hard look at the information and
having determined based on careful scientific analysis that the

new information was of exaggerated importance the Corps acted
within the dictates of NEPA in concluding that supplementation
was unnecessary Corps conducted reasoned evalu
ation of the relevant information and reached decision that
although perhaps disputable was not arbitrary or capricious
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Robertson Methow Valley Citizens Council
S.Ct 87-1703 May 1989 and Marsh
Oregon Natural Resources Counsel S.Ct
871704 May 1989 DJ 90142991

Attorneys Vicki Plaut FTS/2026332813
Peter Steenland FTS/202-633-2748

TAX DIVISION

Supreme Court Grants Certiorari In Customer Deposit Case

Cornntissioner Indianapolis Power and Light Co On April
24 1989the Supreme Court granted our petition for writ of

certiorari to review the decision of the Seventh Circuit in this
case which presents the question whether customer deposits re
quired by public utility from those who have not established
their credit worthiness are taxable to the utility on receipt
We maintain that since the deposits are intended to guarantee the

payment of future bills as opposed to holding the utility harm-
less for loss or damages to its property they should be treated
as an advance payment of taxable income This position has been
accepted by the Eleventh Circuit in City Gas Co Commissioner
689 F.2d 943 1982 but was rejected by the Seventh Circuit
here The issue is one of industrywide importance with more
than 150 cases pending involving more than $300 million in poten
tial tax liabilities

Supreme Court Agrees To Review Foreign Tax Credit Case

United States Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co On May
1989 the Supreme Court granted the Governments petition for

writ of certiorari to review the decision of the Federal Circuit
in this foreign tax credit case Under the Code provisions in

question corporation is deemed to have paid -- and is there
fore entitled to credit for -- portion of the foreign taxes

paid by its foreign subsidiary The amount of this deemed paid
foreign tax credit is based on the ratio of the dividends paid
by the foreign subsidiary to its accumulated profits The
dividends paid element of this formula is concededly determin
able solely by reference to U.S tax principles The issue in

this case is whether the term accumu1ated profits as used in

this provision is also to be determined by reference to U.S tax
law as we maintain or by reference to the tax laws of foreign
country as the court of appeals held
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Second Circuit Holds Unpaid Agents Commissions Not
Deductible Under Accrual Accounting

The Home Group Inc Commissioner On May 11 1989 the
Second Circuit affirmed the Tax COurts decision in favor of the
Commissioner in this income tax case involving deficiencies of

nearly $21 million for the years 1968 through 1970 The
in the case was the propriety of Home Groups deduction of unpaid
agents commissions under an accrual method of accounting where
the premiums with res.pect to which these commissions would be

computed had not yet been paid by the insured The court of ap
peals held that to permit such deduction would result in an

imperinissible distortion of income and that the Commissioner
had not acted clearly unlawfully in denying the deduction The
court also held that the taxpayers deduction of the unpaid com
missions did not satisfy the all events test for accruability
inasmuch as it was by no means certain that the policies would
remain in force and if no premiums were collected by the insur
ance agents there would be no commissions paid to them The
decision is also significant in that it rejects the taxpayers
position that use of the National Association of Insurance Com
missioners annual statement which requires both unearned pre
miuins and unpaid commissions to be reflected was controlling
for purposes of federal income tax deductibility

Third Circuit Holds Section 4975a Excise Tax Not
Penalty

Earl Latterman United States On April 17 1989 the
Third Circuit affirmed the decision of the district court in fa
vor of the Government holding that Section 4975a of the Inter
nal Revenue Code imposed tax rather than penalty on spe
cified prohibited transactions between disqualified individuals
and pension or profit-sharing plans The taxpayer argued that
the excise tax imposed by Section 4975a was actually an asses
sable penalty for purposes of Section 6601e which per
mits interest to accrue on penalty imposed by the Code only if

the penalty is not paid within ten days from the date of notice
and demand for payment The court of appeals however agreed
with our assertion that the excise tax imposed by Section 4975
was tax within the meaning of Section 6601a which provides
for interest to accrue on any tax not paid on or before the last

day prescribed for payment since Congress denominated the Sec
tion 4975a assessment as tax and since amounts due under
Section 4975 are selfassessing
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In holding that Section 4975 imposed tax rather than
penalty the court declined to follow the reasoning of the Eighth
Circuit in Rockefeller United S.tates .718 F.2d 290 291

1983 which held that provisiOn similar to Section 4975 Sec
tion494la.l..imposed penalty rather than atax for pur.
poses of computing interest under the Code

Seventh Circuit Holds United States Not Sublect To
One-Year Preference Rule With Respect To The Payment
Of Trust Fund Taxes

Louis Levit Trustee of V.N Deprizio Construction Coin

pany Inerso1lRand Financial Corp et al On May 12 1989
the Seventh Circuit reversed the decision of the district court
on the Governments appeal in this bankruptcy case At issue was
the application.ofSection 547 of the Bankruptcy Codewhich auth
orizes bankruptcy trustees to avoid certain transfers to or for
the benefit of creditor made within 90 days before the com
mencement of the bankruptcy case as preferences Where the
creditor who receives or benefits from the preference is an in-
sider the avoidance period extends back one year prior to bank
ruptcy

In the first decision from court of appeals on the issue
the Seventh Circuit ruled that the one-year avoidance period also
applies to -insider creditors where the transfer results in

benefit to an insider of the debtor Thus the courtheld that
private creditors dealing at arms length with the debtor whose
claims were guaranteed by the debtors insiders would be forced
to disgorge payments made as much as one year prior to the filing
of the bankruptcy petition if the payments were otherwise prefer
ential

The court of appeals nevertheless rejected the trustees
attempt to subject the United States to the one-year preference
perio.d with respect to the payments of trust fund taxes The
court of appeals held that responsible persons have no claim
against the debtor for contribution or indemnity arising out of
their Section 6682 liability and thus are not benefitted
creditors by the debtors payment of trust fund taxes According
to the court there thus was no basis for applying the extended
preference rule
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ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

bythe
Executive Office for United States Attorneys

Basic Life Insurance After Retirement

The Federal Employees Group Life Insurance .FEGLI program
is offering retiring employees the opportunity to retain free
Basic Life Insurance after retirement Employees retiring under
the optional discontinued service and disability provision of
the Civil Service Retirement System or the Federal Employees Re
tirement System must separate from.service by close of business
on Decenther 31 1989 in order to retain the free insurance cov-
erage An applicant for disability retirement whose claim is

pending approval by the Office of Personnel Management OPM
andwho meets the disability ands.ervice requirements must begin
leave without pay on December 30 1989 to meet this condition
This is important because once OPM approves the disability re
tirement the annuity will commence the day after the employees
pay status terminates i.e the employees separation date would
be after January 1990 but the commencing date would be prior
to January 1990 An employee whose office of Workers Com
pensation Programscompensation payments not continuation pay
commence on December 30 1989 would likewise retain the free
insurance coverage upon separation or retirement

Under the current FEGLI program employees who retire before

age 65 pay no premium for Basic Life Insurance coverage retained
between retirement and age 65 If they retire on or after Janu
ary 1990 and elect to carry the insurance into retirement
they will have to continue to pay the same premium insurance un
til they attain age 65 as employees pay for the Basic Life In
surance These premiums are in addition to the premium already
required if they elect either the 50 percent or No ReductiOn

coverage unless such ooverage is cancelled Employees consider
ing retirement within the next year or two should be informed of

the forthcoming change in coverage to afford them an opportunity
to think about retirement plans These employees should be pro
vided with copy of the OPM Notice on Continuation of Basic
change which can be obtained from your Administrative Officer
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Diners Club Cards

On July 22 1988 0MB Bulletin 8817 required that Diners
Club cards be issued to all government travelers and that Gov
ernnent Transportation System GTS accounts be established for
infrequent travelers or those travelers not in possession of

Diners.Club card to replace Government Transportation Requests
GTRs Thirty-eight district offices have established GTS
accounts and are using them successfully large number of dis
trict offices however continue to use GTR5 for their infrequent
travelers in lieu of establishing GTS accounts

On March 24 1989 the Finance Staff of the Justice Manage
ment Division issued memorandum announcing that they are dis
continuing issuance of all GTR requests as of June 1989 All
Districts who have not established GTS accounts are requested to
do so immediately In emergency situations Diners Club cards
can be obtainedwithin 24 hours

For further information please contact Debbie Sanders Fi
nance Staff Justice Management Division at FTS/202-272-447l

.1
Overtime Compensation

The Personnel Staff of the Executive Office for United
States Attorneys receives numerous inquiries from the districts
on overtime compensation The following are number of ques
tions and answers in response to these inquiries Before taking
any action to implement policy in these areas you are urged to
read the Federal Personnel Manual FPM DOJ Orders and Title
10 of the United States Attorneys Manual

What is meant by exempt and nonexempt employees

The term exempt means an employee is not covered by
the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act FLSA
In any event employees are covered by Title.5 which
also provides overtime benefits

Do you know which category your secretary falls under
exempt or nonexempt

The principal exemptions from the minimum wage and
overtime provisions of the FLSA are applicable to

executive administrative and professional employees
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For purposes of applying the FLSA to the Federal serv
ice these categories of employees are defined as

follows

An executive employee is supervisor foreman Or

manager who supervises at least three subordinate

employees and who meets of the criteria in the

Department of Justice Order 1551.5 Chapter pre
suinption that employees GS-ll and above are automati
cally exempt

An administrative employee is an advisor assistant
or representative of management or specialist in

management or general business function or support
ing service whose position meets the criteria in the
above cited Order

The professional employee exemption category includes
but is broader than the occupations identified as

professional series under the General Schedule and who
meet the criteria cited under the executive employees
definition

Legal secretaries clerk-typists and paralegal as
sistants are generally placed in the nonexempt cate
gory when FLSA determinations are made This is done
when the position is classified

Numerous judicial precedents have firmly established
the principles that FLSA exemptions must be narrowly
construed and applied only to employees who are clear
ly within the terms of the exemptions and the burden
of proof rests with the employer who asserts the ex
emptions Thus if there is reasonable doubt as to

whether an employee meets the criteria forexemption
the employee shouldbe ruled nonexempt

Has your secretary been working past regular business
hours voluntarily to finish that brief or assemble ex
.hibits If soare you aware that he/she maybe enti
tled to overtime compensation

Under the FLSA nonexempt employee e.g normally
legal secretary becomes entitled to compensation

for all overtime work which management suffers or

permits to be performed Any work performed prior
to or after the established shift hours by an employee
covered by the overtime provisions of the FLSA for the
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benefit of the agency whether requested or not is

considered working time if the manager or supervisor
knows or has reason to believe it is being performed
Employees may make claim for these periods of time
and in most cases management will be required to
compensate the employee

Exempt employees may be paid overtime only if the
overtime is ordered by his/her supervisor or manager
orrequested by the employee and approved by his/her
manager/supervisor in advance Funds must be avail
able

Do you ask your employees to stay home on weekends
and/or eveninqs so you can call them to return tO the
office in moments notice

The regulations in the Federal Personnel Manual FPM
Chapter 550 Pay Administration state

Call-BackOvertime is irregular or occasional overtime
work deemed at least two hours in duration for the

purpose of premium pay either in money or .compensa
tory time o.ff The overtime work performed by the

employee is on day when work was not scheduled for

him/her or which required the return to his/her place
of employment The employee is entitled to receive

compensation for minimum of two hours even if the
work is less than two hours in duration Management
cannot assign additional non-emergency work to fill

in the additional time.

Employees that are recuired to be oncall and avail
able if needed must be compensated for this time
Placing employees on roster or issuing them

pager whereby they are regularly subject to recall
to the work.site are examples of when it would be
appropriate to pay premium pay Situations requiring
regularly scheduled standby duty pay should be ex-
tremely rare because management has other options
available that are within their control and much less
expensive

Standby Duty is defined as an employee in position
requiring him/her regularly to remain at/within the
confines of his/her duty station during longer than

ordinary periods of duty The employee shall receive

premium pay for this duty on an annual basis at least
10% butnot to exceed 25% that does not exOeed the
minimum rate of basic pay for GS-lO
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Tax Treatment Of Distributions Of Voluntary Contributions

An employee covered by the Civil Service Retirement System
CSRS including CSRS OfI at who wants to receive larger
annuity than would be payable based on years of service and
high3 salary may make voluntary contributions for the purpose
of an additional annuity In addition the voluntary contribu
tions to the CSRS may be used for tax deferred savings If an
employee had voluntary contribution account and converted to
the Federal Employees Retirement System FERS the account is

retained and will continue to earn market interest but no addi
tional contributions can be made to the account The 1989 inter
est rate paid on voluntary contributions is 9.125 percent This
rate could be more or less in future years In the past the in
terest rate has been only per cent

The Office of Personnel Management OPM received an advi
sory opinion from IRS in May 1989 Retirement Counselor
Letter 89-108 on whether interest included in lump-sum refunds
of Voluntary Contributions made by employees under CSRS is sub
ject to an additional 10 percent tax and if such interest is

eligible for rollover treatment The interest included in lump-
sum refunds of Voluntary Contributions made by CSRS employees are
subject to the additional 10 percent tax but only if the refund
is received before the recipient attains age 59 1/2 However
there are exceptions to this rule The exceptions and instruc
tions are outlined in IRS Form 5329 which may be obtained from

any local IRS office The most relevant exception is for pay
ments after separation from service during or after the year in

which the employee attains age 55 If the Voluntary Contribu
tions are paid out in the form of an annuity under OPMs system
the additional 10 percent tax does not apply but the General
Rule will be applied which is discussed in IRS Publication 721
The 10 percent tax will not be taken on payments made on account
of the employees death

At this time it appears that there is only one circumstance
in which the interest portion of lump-sum payment of Voluntary
Contributions would be eligible for rollover treatment This
would be an employees separation front service or death and the

employees entire lump-sum credit that is all deductions and

deposits in the system is paid out simultaneously The interest
portion of the lump-sum payment may then be rolled over into an
individual retirement account OPM has stated that further clar
ification of this issue will be forthcoming from IRS

For further information please contact your Administrative
Off icer
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Office Of Inspector General

The Office of Attorney Personnel Management Department of
Justice is seeking two experienced attorneys for the Office of
Inspector General in Washington D.C Responsibilities will
include providing legal advice as to the conduct and results of
audits and investigations.as they relate to potential criminal
prosecutions civil suits and administrative actions handling
of matters arising under the Freedom of Information Act Privacy
Act and Ethics in Government Act and preparing legal memoranda
and pleadings responsive to issues that arise in the operation
of the Office of the Inspector General In order to meet minimum

eligibility requirements applicants must have had their J.D.

degree for at least one year and be an active member of the Bar
in good standing Outstanding academic credentials and excellent
writing skills are essential experience in the areas of white
collar crime enforcement or civil and administrative litigation
or the functions of an Inspector General are helpful These
positions will be at the GS 11-15 level salary range from
$28852 $57158 depending on experience All positions have
promotion potential to GS-15

Please send resume and writing sample to Department of

Justice Office of General Counsel Office of Inspector General
Room 6649 10th and Constitution Avenue N.W Washington D.C
20530 Attn Robert Ashbaugh No telephone calls please.
Positions are open until filled The Department of Justice is

an equal opportunity employer

Executive Office For United States Trustees

The Office of Attorney Personnel Department of Justice is

seeking an experienced attorney for the Departments Executive
Office for United States Trustees at the following locations
Boston Peoria Philadelphia and San Francisco Responsibili
ties include assisting with the administration of cases filed
under Chapters 11 12 or 13 of the Bankruptcy Code drafting
motions pleadings and briefs and litigating cases in the bank
ruptcy court and the U.S District Court Outstanding academic
credentials are essential and familiarity with bankruptcy law and
the principles of accounting is helpful In order to meet mini
mum requirements applicants must have had their J.D degree for
at least one year and be an active member of the Bar in good
standing This position will be filled at the GS 1114 levels

salary range from $28852 $48592 depending on experience
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Please submit resume and law school transcript as follows

Boston Office of the U.S Trustee
Department of Justice
Boston Federal Office Building
Room 472 10 Causeway Street

Boston Massachusetts 02222-1043
Attri Virginia Greiman

Peoria Office of the U.S Trustee

Department of Justice
Federal Building and U.S Courthouse
Room 332 100 NE Monroe
Peoria Illinois 61602
Attn Randall Moon

Philadelphia Office of the U.S Trustee

Department of Justice
U.S Customs House
Suite 607 200 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19106
Attn James OConnell

San Francisco Office of the U.S Trustee

Department of Justice

Opera Plaza Building
Suite 2008 601 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco California 94102
Attn Anthony Sousa

DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS

The District of Massachusetts is still accepting applica
tions for two highly experienced Assistant United States Attor
neys to fill the position of First Assistant United States Attor
ney and Chief of the Criminal Division For further details
please refer to Volume 37 No of the United States Attor
neysBulletin dated Nay 15 1989

Please submit resume or SFl71 Application for Federal

Employment to the United States Attorneys Office Room 1107
J.W McCormack Post Office and Courthouse Boston Massachusetts

02109 Attn Wayne Budd FTS/617 223-9384
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APPENDIX

CUMULATIVE LIST OP CHANGING FEDERAL CIVIL POSTJUDGMENT INTEREST RATES
as provided for in the amendment to the Federal postjudgment
interest statute 28 U.S.C 1961 effective October 1982

Effective Annual
Date Rate

102188 8.15%

111888 8.55%

121688 9.20%

011389 9.16%

021589 9.32%

031089 9.43%

040789 9.51%

050589 9.15%

060189 8.85%

Note For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudg
ment interest rates effective October 1982 through
December 19 1985 see Vol 34 No 25 of the
United States Attorneys Bulletin dated January 16
1986 For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudg
ment interest rates from January 17 1986 to September
23 1988 Vol 37 No 65 of the United
States Attorneys Bulletin dated February 15 1989
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY
Alabama Frank Donaldson
Alabama James Eldon Wilson
Alabama Sessions III

Alaska Mark Davis
Arizona Stephen McNamee
Arkansas Charles Banks
Arkansas Michael Fitzhugh
California Joseph Russoniello
California David Levi
California Gary Feess

California William Braniff
Colorado Michael Norton
Connecticut Stanley Twardy Jr
Delaware William Carpenter Jr
District of Columbia Jay Stephens
Florida Michael Moore
Florida Robert Genzman
Florida Dexter Lehtinen
Georgia Robert Barr.Jr
Georgia Edgar Win Ennis Jr
Georgia Hinton Pierce
Guam William OConnOr
Hawaii Daniel Bent
Idaho Maurice O.Ellsworth
Illinois Anton Valukas
Illinois Frederick Hess
Illinois William Roberts

Indiana James Richmond
Indiana Deborah Daniels
Iowa Charles Larson
Iowa Christopher Hagen
Kansas Benjamin Burgess Jr
Kentucky Louis DeFalaise

Kentucky Joseph Whittle
Louisiana John Volz
Louisiana Raymond Lamonica
Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr
Maine Richard Cohen
Maryland Breckinridge Wilicox
Massachusetts Wayne Budd
Michigan Stephen Markman
Michigan John Smietanka
Minnesota Jerome Arnold
Mississippi Robert Whitwell
Mississippi George Phillips
Missouri Thomas Dittmeier

Missouri Thomas Larson
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DISTRICT U.S ATTORNEY
Montana Byron Dunbar
Nebraska Ronald Lahners
Nevada William Maddox
New Hampshire Peter Papps
New Jersey Samuel Auto Jr
New Mexico William Lutz
New York Frederick Scullin Jr
New York Benito Roniano

New York Andrew Maloney
New York Dennis Vacco
North Carolina Margaret Currin
North Carolina Robert H..Edmunds Jr
North Carolina Thomas Ashcraft
North Dakota Gary Annear
Ohio William Edwards
Ohio Michael Crites

Oklahoma Tony Michael Graham

Oklahoma Roger Hilfiger
Oklahoma Robert Mydans
Oregon Charles Turner

Pennsylvania Michael Baylson
Pennsylvania James West
Pennsylvania Charles Sheehy
Puerto Rico Daniel LopezRomo
Rhode Island Lincoln AlmOnd
South Carolina Bart Daniel
South Dakota Philip Hogen
Tennessee John Gill Jr
Tennessee Joe Brown
Tennessee Hickman Ewing Jr
Texas Marvin Collins

Texas Henry Oncken
Texas .E Robert Wortham
Texas Helen Eversberg
Utah Dee Benson
Vermont Geqrge Terwilliger III

Virgin Islands Terry Halpern
VirginiaE Henry Hudson

Virginia John Alderman
Washington John Lamp
Washington David Wilson
West Virginia William Kolibash
West Virginia Michael Carey
Wisconsin John Fryatt
Wisconsin Patrick Fiedler
Wyoming Richard Stacy

.North Mariana Islands William OConnor



EXHIBIT

5_6a Ai
On or about date in District the defendants name

defendants did knowingly and willfully conduct and attempt

to conduct financial transaction affecting interstate and

foreign comnerce to wit description of financial transaction

which involved the proceeds of specified unlawful activity

that is describe specified unlawful activity with the intent

to promote the carrying on of said specified unlawful activity

and that while conducting and attempting to conduct such

financial transaction knew that the property involved in the

financial transaction that is instruments 1/

in the amount of dollar amount 2/ represented the proceeds of

some form of unlawful activity

All in violation of Title 18 United States Code Sections

1956a and

If Select one Remember monetary instrument is defined term
in 1956c whereas funds is undefined

2/ If the activity described in this paragraph is intended to

cover more than one count this last phrase can be redrafted as

follows That is fundsj instruments in the amounts
set forth below

Count Date Approx Dollar Amounts

1/1/89 Dollar amount
1/2/89 Dollar amount
1/3/89 Dollar amount



1956a ii

On or about date in District the defendants name

defendants did knowingly and willfully conduct and attempt

to conduct financial transaction affecting interstate and

foreign commerce to wit description of financial transaction

which involved the proceeds of specified unlawful activity

that is describe specified unlawful activity with the intent

to engage in conduct constituting violation of 126 U.S.C

7201 26 U.S.C S7206 1/ to wit describe conduct and that

while conducting and attempting to conduct such financial

transaction knew that the property involved in the financial

transaction that is funds monetary instruments 2/ in the

amount of dollar amount 3/ represented the proceeds of some

form of unlawful activity

All in violation of Title 18 United States Code Sectiois

1956 ii and

1/ Choose one or both If both are used set forth in the

conjunctive

2/ Select one Remember monetary instrument is defined term
Tn 1956c whereas funds is undefined

3/ If the activity described in this paragraph is intended to

over mere than one count this last phrase can be redrafted as

follows That is funds instruments in the amounts
set forth below

Count Date Apprôx Dollar Amounts

1/1/.89 Dollar amount
1/2/89 Dollar amount
1/3/89 Dollar amount



1956a

On or about date in District the defendants name

defendants did knowingly and willfully conduct and attempt

to conduct financial transaction affecting interstate and

foreign commerce to wit description of financial transaction

which involved the proceeds of specified unlawful activity

that is describe specified unlawful activity knowing that

the transaction was designed in whole and in part to

and the tnature 1ocation

and control 1/ of the proceeds of slid specified unlawful

activity and that while conducting and attempting to conduct such

financial transaction knew that the property involved in the

financial transaction that is monetary instruments 2/

in the amount of dollar amount 3/ represented the proceeds of

some form of unlawful activity

All in violation of Title 18 United States Code Sections

1956a and

1/ Can use all these in combination or select one or more as

appropriate to the facts of the case

2/ Select one Remember monetary instrument is defined term
Tn 1956c whereas funds undefined

3/ If the activity described in this paragraph is intended to

cover more than one count this last phrase can be redrafted as

follows That is funds monetary instruments in the amounts

set forth below

Count Date pprox Dollar Amounts

1/1/89 Dollar amount
1/2/89 Dollar amount
1/3/89 Dollar amount



1956a ii

On or about date in District the defendants name

defendants did knowingly and willfully conduct and attempt

to conduct financial transaction affecting interstate and

foreign commerce to wit description Of financial transaction

which involved the proceeds of specified unla.iful activity

that is describe specified unlawful activity knowing that

the transaction was designed in whole and in part to avoid

transaction reporting requirement under or law

to wit name of reporting requirement which defendant evaded

and that while conducting and attempting to conduct such

financial transaction knew that the property involved in the

financial transaction that is instruments

in the amount of dollar amount 2/ represented the proceeds of

some form of unlawful activity

All in violation of Title 18 United States Code Sections

1956 ii and

1/ Select one Remember monetary instrument is defined term
in 1956c whereas funds is undefined

2/ If the activity described in this paragraph is intended to

cover more than one count this last phrase can be redrafted as

follows That is instruments in the amounts

set forth below

Count Date Approx Dollar Amounts

1/1/89 Dollar amount
1/2/89 Dollar amount
1/3/89 Dollar amount
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June 16 1989

MEMORANDUM

TO Federal Prosecutors

FROM ADick Thornburgh
Attorney General

SUBJECT Plea Bargaining in Cases Involving Firea.s

On May 15 1969 the President outlined ccmprhensve
program to combat violent crime In it he noted that to ensure
the objective that those who commit violent crimes are held

fully accountable plea bagaining procedures must be uniformly
and strictly applied Accordingly he has directed me to issue
and fully implement guidelines for federal prosecutors under
the Sentencing Reform Act to ensure that federal charges always
reflect both the seriousness of the defendants conduct and the

Departlnentts coItitjnent to statutory sentencing goals and

procedures This means that in all but exceptional cases uch
as those in which the defendant has provided substantial
asststance to the government in the investigation or

prosecution of crimes by others federal prosecutors will
seek conviction for any offense involving the unlawful use of

firearm which is readily provable This will implement the

congressional mandate that mandatory minimum penalties be

imposed by the courts upon violent and dangerous felons

As you recall in my March 13 1989 memorandum to all

federal prosecutors on the subject of plea bargaining stated

at pp.23
The Department will monitor together with the

Sentencing Commission plea bargaining and t.he

Departinent.will exect plea bargains to support not

undermine the cuidelines

Once prosecutors have indicted they should find

themselves bargaining about charges which they have
determined are readily provable and reflect the

seriousness of the defendants conduct Should

prosecutor determine in good faith after indictment

___ that asa result of change in the evidence or for

another reason e.g need has arisen to protect



the id.ity prtulir wits until
testifies agist more significant defendant
charge is not readily provable or that an indictment

exaggerates the seriousness of an offense or
offenses plea bargain may reflect the prnsecutors
reassessment There should be record however in

case in which charges originally brought ar
dropped

Deoartmer.t volicv reauires hnestv in

sentencing federal prosecutors are expected to

identify for U.S District Courts departures when

they agree to support them For example it wnuld be

improper for prosecutor to agree that departure
is in order but to conceal the agreement in charge
bargain that is presented to court as fait

accompli so that there is neither record of nor
judicial review of the departure

In sum plea bargaining both charge bargaining
and sentence bargaining is legitimate But such

baraaining must honestly reflect the totality and

seriousness of the defendants conduct and any
deoarture to which the prosecutor is agreeing and

must be accomplished through aopropriate cuidline
provisions Emphasis added

On the subject of minimum mandatory penalties for violent
firearms offenses the Departments November 1987

Prosecutors Bandbooi on Sentencing Guidelines provides at
50

....in no event is .. 18 U.S.C 924c minimum
mandatory firearms charge not to be pursued unless
it cannot be readily proven or unless absolutely
necessary to enable imposition of an appropriate
sentence on someone who has rendered substantial
assistance to the government and then only with the
consent of .. the United. States Attorney as to

18 U.S.C 924c charges

The specifIc affirmation of these policies by the
President requires that you be especially vigilant about their
full implementation in your district Any questions about
these matters will continue to be handled by the appropriate
Assistant Attorney General
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periodically by the Caner to inform judges and other judicial personnel

of selected federal court decisions on the
sentencing

reform
legislation

of 1984 and 1987 and the
Sentencing

Guidelines Although the publication may refer to the Sentencing Guidthncs and policy statanans of the U.S Sartenc

ing
Commission in the context of

reporting case holdings it is nrs intended to report Sentencing Commission policies or activities Readers should refer to the Guidelines policy

statonents commentary and other materials issued by the Sentencing Commission for such information

Publication of Guideline Sentescing Update signifies that the Caner regards it as responsible and valuable work It ahould ncx be considered recommendation or official

policy of the Caner On matters of policy the Center speaks only through its Board

Vowt Ntsins 21 JAIJUARY 19 1989

Constitutionality On the separation of powers issue the Court first held

Supreme Court upholds constitutionality of Sen- that the location of the Commission was proper Congress

tencing Reform Act against delegation and separation decision to create an independent rulemaking body to

of powers challenges In Mistretta United States the promulgate sentencing guidelines and to locate that body

Supreme Court held by an 8-1 vote that although the within the Judicial Branch is not unconstitut.ional unless

United States Sentencing Commission is an unusual Congress has vested in the Commission powers that are

hybrid in structure and authority its Guidelines were not more appropriately performed by the other Branches or that

subject to constitutional challenge on the grounds that undermine the integrity of the Judiciary In the past the

Congress delegated excessive legislative power to the Court has held that Congress in some circumstances may

Commission or that the placement and structure of the confer rulemaking authority on the Judicial Branch and

Commission violated separation of powers also that Congress may delegate to the Judicial Branch

The Court first held that Congress delegation of au- non-adjudicatory functions that do not trench upon the

thority to the Sentencing Commission is sufficiently prerogatives of another Brancth and that are appropriate to

specific and detailed to meet constitutional requirements the central mission of the Judiciary In light of this

Congress set forth the goals and purposes the Commission precedent and practice the Court discern no separa

was to pursue
in carrying out its mandate and prescribed tion-of-powers impediment to the placement of the Sen

the specific toolthe guidelines systemfor the Commis- tencing Commission within the Judicial Branch As we

sion to use in regulating sentencing The Court also found described at the outset the sentencing function has long

that Congress gave specific instructions as to how to set up been peculiarly shared responsibility among the Branches

the guidelines including the determination of sentencing of government and has never been thought of as the exclu

ranges factors to use in formulating offense categories and sive constitutional province of any one Branch Given

in setting offense levels and aggravating and mitigating the consistent responsibility of federal judges to pronounce

circumstances that may or may not be considered sentence within the statutory range established by Con-

The Court noted that the Commission enjoys signifi- gress we find that the role of the Commission in promul

cant discretion in formulating guidelines But our cases gating guidelines for the exercise of that judicial function

do not at all suggest that delegations of this type may not bears considerable similarity to the role of this court in

carry with them the need to exercise judgment on matters establishing rules of procedure under the various enabling

of policy In this instance the discretion granted to the acts Just as the rules of procedure bind judges and

Commission was proper Developing proportionate courts in the proper management of the cases before them

penalties for hundreds of different crimes by virtually so the Guidelines bind judges and courts in the exercise of

limitless array of offenders is precisely the sort of intricate their uncontested responsibility to pass sentence in criminal

labor-intensive task for which delegation to an expert body cases In other words the Commissions functions like this

is especially appropriate Although Congress has delegated Courts function in promulgating procedural rules are

significant discretion to the Commission to draw judgments clearly attendant to central element of the historically

from its analysis of existing sentencing practice and acknowledged mission of the Judicial Branch

alternative sentencing models Congress is not confined to While conceding that the degree of political judgment

that method of executing its policy which involves the least about crime and criminality exercised by the Commission

possible delegation of discretion to administrative officers and the scope of the substantive effects of its work does to

We have no doubt that in the hands of the Commission some extent set its rulemaking powers apart from prior

the criteria which Congress has supplied are wholly judicial rulemaking the Court concluded that the

adequate for carrying out the general policy and purpose significant political nature of the Commissions work did

of the Act not preclude its placement in the Judicial Branch Our

Not for Citation Guideline Sentencing Update is provided for information only It should not be cited either in opinions or otherwise
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separation-of-powers analysis does not turn on the labelling tiality of the Judicial Branch... Sentencing Corn-

of an activity as substantive as opposed to procedural or mission is devoted exclusively to the development of rules

political as opposed to judicial Rather our inquiry to rationalize process that has been and will continue to

is focused on the unique aspects of the congressional plan be performed exclusively by the Judicial Branch In our

at issue and its practical consequences in light of the larger view this is an essentially neutral endeavor and one in

concerns that underlie Article III... In this case the which judicial participation is peculiarly appropriate

practical conse of locating the Commission within The Court summarily rejected petitioners argument

the Judicial Branch pose no threat of undermining the that the mixed nature of the Commission violates the

integrity of the Judicial Branch or of expanding the powers Constitution by requiring Article III judges to share judicial

of the Judiciary beyond constitutional bounds by uniting power with nonjudges he Commission is not court

within the Branch the political or quasi-legislative power of and exercises no judicial power Thus the Act does not vest

the Commission with the judicial power of the courts Article III power in nonjudges or require Article III judges

Furthermore in light of the Guidelines limited reach the to share their power with nonjudges

special role of the Judicial Branch in the field of sentenc- Finally the Court held that notion that the

ing and the fact that the Guidelines are promulgated by an Presidents power to appoint federal judges to the Commis

independent agency and not court it follows as matter sion somehow gives him influence over the Judicial Branch

of practical consequences the location of the Sentencing or prevents even potentially the Judicial Branch from per-

Commission within the Judicial Branch simply leaves with forming its cOnstitutionally assigned function is fanciful

the Judiciary what has long belonged to it We simply cannot imagine that federal judges will

The Court also rejected various contentions concerning comport their actions to the wishes of the President for the

the propriety of judicial membership on the Commission purpose of receiving an appointment to the Sentencing

Although the Court found the requirement of judicial Commission The Court also found that the removal

service somewhat troublesome it concluded that neither power poses similarly negligible threat to judicial inde

the text of the Constitution historical practice nor the pendence The Act does not and could not under the

Courts precedents would prohibit Article III judges from Constitution authorize the President to remove or in any

undertaking exirajudicial duties in their individual way diminish the status of Article III judges as judges...

capacities The CouEt found that on the Also the Presidents removal power under the Act is

Commission by any particular judge is voluntary and it is limited to removal only for good cause Under these

doubtful that any judge could be forced to serve against his circumstances we see no risk that the Presidents limited

will Service by judges on the Sentencing Commission does removal power will compromise the impartialityof Article

not undermine the integrity of the Judicial Branch by HI judges serving on the Commission and consequently

diminishing the independence of the Judiciary or by no risk that the Acts removal provision will prevent the

improperly lending judicial prestige and an aura of judicial Judicial Branch from performing its constitutionally

impartiality to the Commissions political work Nor will assigned function of fairly adjudicating cases and contro

judicial service on the Commission have constitutionally versies

significant practical effect on the operation of the Judicial In dissent Justice Scalia reasoned that Congress can

Branch We see no reason why service on the Commission delegate rulemaking power only when that power is

should result in widespread judicial recusals That federal ancillary to executive or judicial functions The Sentencing

judges participate in the promulgation of guidelines does Commission has no executive or judicial functions he

not affect their or other judges ability impartially to concluded but rather has been given pure delegation of

adjudicate sentencing issues legislative power and he found no place within our con-

While the Court was somewhat more troubled by the siitutional system for an agency created by Congress to

argument that judicial service on the Commission might exercise no governmental power other than the making of

undermine public confidence it concluded that the partici- laws

pation of federal judges on the Sentencing Commission Mistreua United States No 87-7028 U.S Jan 18

does not threaten either in fact or in appearance the impar 1989 Blackmun J.
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TOPICAL INDEX FOR GUIDELINE SENTENCING UPDATE VOLUME

The following is an index of cases reported in Guideline Sentencing Update up to and including the Supreme Court decision

in Mistretta U.S No 87-7028 U.S Jan 18 1989 which upheld the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 SRA against

separation of powers and delegation doctrine challenges The index is divided into two pans The first part lists cases that

applied or interpreted the Guidelines or relevant sections of the SRA or that decided challenges to particular sections of the

Guidelines or SRA on grounds other than those in Mistrena The second part of the index lists decisions on the constitutionality

of the Guidelines and SRA The number in brackets at the end of each citation refers to the GSU issue in which the case was

summarized

PART

Sentencing Procedure/Guidelines Application EVIDENTIARY IssuEs

DETERMINING OFFENsE LEVEL Burden of Proof

Offense Conduct Considered U.S Dolan 701 Supp 138 E.D Tenn 1988

U.S Silverman 692 Supp 788 S.D Ohio 1988
allocating burden of proof to governmentand deter-

relevant cciuct that may be used in determining
mining standard of proof when resolving disputed

offense level
factS ii PSI

U.S Ruelas-Armenia 684 Supp 1048 C.D Cal
U.S Silverman 692 Supp 788 S.D Ohio 1988

court may consider relevant conduct not in offense
preponderance of the evidence test to be used for

factual matters in PSI
of conviction

U.S Smith No 87-202194 W.D Tenn Aug 26 PRocEDuRE

1988 unproven conduct may not be considered in U.S Sheffer 700 Supp 292 Md 1988 special

setting base offense level verdict not required to decide whether Guidelines

Guideline Disputes apply or to determine amount of drugs involved

U.S Bermingham 855 F.2d 925 2d Cir 1988

dispute over applicable guideline range may be left
U.S Quezada No 88 CR 204 E.D.N.Y Aug 31

unresolved if sentence unaffected
1988 denying request for pre-trial guideline com

putation
Particular Offenses U.S Soto No.87 Cr 0976 S.D.N.Y Aug.24 1988

U.S King 849 F.2d 12599th Cir 1988 percuriam noting standard for modification of sentence under

clarifying arson guideline 2K1.4b4 revised rule 35

ADJUSTMENTS TO OFFENSE LEVEL PLEA BARGAINING

Criminal Livelihood U.S Restropo 698 Supp 563 E.D Pa 1988

U.S Rivera 694 Supp 1105 S.D.N.Y 1988 de- examining authority under Guidelines to accept

fining substantial portion of his income require-
plea to reduced charge

ment of criminal livelihood provision
U.S Bethancurt 692 Supp 1427 D.D.C 1988

discussing problems with plea bargaining under
Role in Offense

Guidelines

U.S Weidner 692F Supp.968 N.D md 1988role U.S Loman No 88-00125-0I-CR-W-6 W.D Mo
in offense adjustment not applicable to solitary of- Oct 25 1988 allowing withdrawal of guilty plea

fender under Fed Crim 32d because of plain error

Nt ror Citation Guideline Sentencing Update is provided for information only It should not be cited either in opinions or otherwise
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of law in computing prospective guideline sen- to discourage drug traffic

tence U.S Pipich 688 Supp 191 Md 1988 excepL

WHETHER TO APPLY GUIDELINES tional military service record justifies downward

U.S Savage 863 F.2d 595 8th Cir 1988 manda-
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Guidelines Application
Sentencing Commission specifically stated in policy

DEPARTURES statement 5K2.0 that factor may be listed as specific

offense characteristic under one guideline but not under all

Third Circuit reverses departure because factors guidelines Simply because it was not listed does not mean

relied on were adequately considered by Sentencing that there may not be circumstances when-thai factor would

Commission Defendants pleaded guilty to federal firearms be relevant to Sentencing The court noted that the Second

offenses The district court sentenced both defendants Circuit in-U.S Correa-Vargas 860 F.2d 35 2d Cir

above the guidelines finding that the number and untracea- 1988 rejected arguments nearly identical to defendants

biity of the weapons involved the potential unlawful use and agreed with that court that departure may be war-

of the weapons and the threat they posed to the public ranted on the basis of conduct which is not an element of

welfare justified upward departure the offense of conviction

The appellate court reversed holding that in formulat- Defendant also argued that the Guidelines only allow

ing the applicable guidelines the Commission adequately departures in unusual cases and that his situation did not

considered the factors relating to the number of guns meet that requirement The court acknowledged that the

traceability and unlawful purpose and therefore pursuant Guidelines suggest in some places that depariure is war-

to 18 U.S.C 3553b no upward departure was permis- ranted only-in unusual cases but determined that this case

sible Basing the departure on the threat to public welfare could be considered unusual because of the drug involved

guidelines policy statement 5K2.14- was similarly un- namely crack cocaine base The guideline for simple

sustainable because the Guidelines clearly contemplate the possession does-not account for the particularly insidious

very activitiescharged in these cases and dangerous nature of cocaine base the court found and

The court also emphasized that the Guidelines thus the district courts departure from the guideline might

commentaries and policy statements clearly indicate that well be reasonable in view of the Commissionsfailure to

departures should be rare and that the legislative history take into account the unusual danger of crack in drafting

indicates that departures are to be the exception not the the guidelines governing drug possession

rule The overriding congressional purpose of reducing U.S Ryan No 88-3344 3d Cir Jan 26 1989

sentencing disparity and achieving general uniformity of Greenberg J.

treatment the court added will be destroyed if courts

depart often from the Guidelines
Fifth Circuit holds sentencing court may use

U.S Uca No 88-1607 3d Cir Feb 1989
reliable facts underlying acquitted offense as basis for

Gibbons CJ. departure Defendant was convicted by jury of two

counts of distributing cocaine and acquitted of one count

Third Circuit holds that factors not considered in of carrying.a firearm during drug trafficking offense The

setting base offense level for offense of conviction may sentencing court determined that the fact underlying the

be considered for departure Defendant was charged with firearm offense were not in dispute and departed from the

possession of controlled substance with intent to distrib- recommended guideline range of 12-18 months to impose

ute but was convicted of the lesser included offense of concurrent sentences of 76 months for the two distribution

simple possession Based upon the amount purity and offenses codefendant was convicted of all three counts

packaging of the drugs which are not sentencing factors and given the same term of incarceraton Defendant argued

under the guideline for the offense of simple possession- on appeal that basing the departure on the firearm offense

the district court departed from the 0-6 month guideline and in effect overrode the jurys determination that he did not

sentenced defendant to 10 months imprisonment possess firearm and that it was also improper to give him

The appellate court upheld the departure finding that the same sentence as codefendant who was found guilty

the omission of these factors in setting the guideline range of one more offense

for defendants crime although they are included in The appellate court affirmed the departure holding

guidelines for other offenses did not preclude their use in that the district court did not abuse its discretion in

determining whether departure was warranted The considering evidence of possession of

Not for Citation Guideline Serden.cing Update is provided for information oniy Ii should not be cited either in opinions or otherwise
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handgun despite acquittal of the substantive committed. by the defendant that occurred

firearm offense The court reasoned Although the jury during the commission of the offense of conviction. or

may have determined that the government had not proved that otherwise were in furtherance of the offense The

all of the elements of the weapons offense beyond court concluded The key words of limitation in the

reasonable doubt such determination does not necessarily guideline are the words Offense of conviction The

preclude consideration of underlying facts of the offense at offense of conviction was conspiracy to distribute 500 or

sentencing so long as those facts meet the reliability more grams of cocaine By statutory definition this

standard The sentencing court was not relying on facts includes range of cocaine between 500 grams and

disclosed at trial to punish the defendant for the extraneous kilograms The Lesser does not include the greater Activity

offense but to justify the heavier penalties for the offenses in connection with or more kilograms could not logically

for which he was convicted occur during the lesser offense nor be in furtherance of it
The court also held that defendants other argument Accordingly the court calculated the base offense level

that receiving the same overall sentence as his codefen-
using the lesser amount of drugs in the offense of convic

dant after being convicted of fewer offenses was per se an tion

abuse of discretion is also without merit It is within the U.S Moreno No 88-CR-20033-BC-03 ED Mich

sentencing courts discretion to treat codefendants differ- Jan 25 1989 Churchill .1.

ently defendant convicted of fewer substantive

counts may receive heavier sentence if justified PARTICULAR OFFENSES
U.S Juarez-Orega No 88-2547 5th Cir Jan 31

1989 per curiam District court holds offense level for LSD violation

should be based on weight of drug plus delivery me-

Defendants substantial cooperation warrants dium Defendants were found guilty of drug violations

departure reducing sentence from 78-97 months to 14 involving LSD The base offense level depended upon the

months Defendant pleaded guilty to conspiracy to possess amount of the controlled substance involved in the relevant

with intent to distribute 500 grains or more of controlled conduct Here blotter paper was impregnated with LSD
substance After adjustment the applicable guideline range the paper could be ingested along with the drug The issue

was 78-97 months Pursuant to guideline policy statement was whether to calculate the offense level using the total

5K 1.1 however which authorizes departures for Sub- weight of the paper and drug or the weight of the drug

siantial Assistance to Authorities the court sentenced de- a1one

fendant to 14 months incarceration This sizeable depar- The applicable statute 21 U.S.C 841bIAv
tare was based upon defendants prompt and valuable co- and Bv refers to violations involving mixture or

operation which led to convictions of his codefendants substance containing detectable amount of The

and upon his sincere and heartfelt contrition and the fact court determined that the blotter paper is substance

that this was an isolated incident of abenant behavior which contains detectable amount of LSD and therefore

U.S Campbell No CR 88-00203-A E.D Va Jan under the plain language of the statute the relevant

26 1989 Ellis J. weight for sentencing is the total weight of the paper and

drug Defendants argued that the cowl should use the

DFERMINING OFFENSE LEVEL dosage equivalency table on page 2.45 of the Guidelines

Manual which would result in lower weight The court
District court limits use of conduct not included in

found however that the preface to the table indicates that it

offense of conviction when setting base offense level
is to be used where the number of doses but not the

Defendants were charged with conspiracy to distribute

weight of the controlled substances are known and that

more than five kilograms of cocaine and convicted by
since ttie weight is known in this case there is no need to

jury of the included offense of conspiring to distribute 500
use the table In addition the court noted that recent

or more grams of cocaine Although the court was con-
Sentencing Commission publication specifically staled that

vinced by preponderance of the evidence that they in

the Commission ha not addressed the issue of whether

fact conspired to distribute or more kilograms of
to use the weight of blotter paper plus LSD or LSD alone

cocaine it used the lesser amount to calculate defendants
and that sentencing courts may have to make that determi

base offense levels
nauon

Under guideline lBl .3al the base offense level
U.S Bishop No 88-3005 ND Iowa Feb 1989

where the offense guideline specifies more than one base
ansen J.

offense level is to be determined on the basis of all acts
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Appellate Review
Fifth Circuit holds minimal participant status ls

Fifth Circuit holds findings under Guidelines are question of fact sets standard or review for refusals to

factual not legal and reviewable under clearly erroneous depart from Guidelines Defendant appealed his sentence on

standard sets requirements for reasons justifying sen- thóbasisthtthedisthctcourterredinnotflndingthathewas

tences Defendantappealed his sentence contending it was aminimalpartcipantentitledtoareductioninoffenselevel

too long because the district court erroneously found that he under guideline 3B 1.2a Applying the standards of review

was an organizer leader manager or supervisor under set forth in Mejia-Orosco supra the court held that minimal

guideline 3B1.1c The appellate court affirmed the sea- participant status is question of fact and that the district

tence courts finding was not clearly erroneous

The court noted that Rio decide si appeal of Defendant also claimed the district court should have

this finding we must firstdetermine whether the finding was departed downward because defendant thought the substance

factual or legal We hold that it was factuaL The court then involved was marijuana nothemin Theappellatecourtdeter

determined that other sophisticated factual determinations mined that we will uphold district courts refusal to depart

courts must make under the Guidelines arealso factual find- from the guidelines unless therefusal was in violalionof law
ings that enjoy the protection of the clearly erroneous and held there was no such violation here

standard more exacting approach to appellate review of U.S Buenrostro No 88-2490 5th Cir Mar 1989

sentences would frustrate the purpose of the guidelines.. If Higginbotham J.

factual findings were narrowly construed and legal issues

commensurately expanded actual applications of the guide- Constitutionality

lines would be subject to review for legal error District courts Second Circuit upholds Sentencing Reform Act and

would have an incentive to insure against appellate reversal by Guidelines against due process challenge The district court

footing their sentencing decisions on reasonable departures
rejected defendants due process challenges tothe Act and

Such result would clearly undermine the purpose of the
Guidelines In affirming the appeals court held that there is no

sentencing guidelines due process right to individualized sentencing in non-capital

The standard of review which we establish today avoids
cases that the Guidelines provide satisfactory procedural

this odd result We will affirm sentences imposed by district
safeguards to satisfy the demands of the due process clause

judges who make factual findings that are not clearly errone- and that the Act does not vest excessive sentencing authority

ous and who apply the guidelines to those findings In such in the executive branch in violation of due process See also

cases the sentencing judge need not offer further reasons us Frank 864 F.2d 992 3d Cir 1988 upholding Act

justifying the sentence When however the judge departs
against substantive due process challenge

from the guideline range an additional reasonableness re- u.s Vizcaino No 88-1302 2d Cir Mar 1989
quirement applies the judge must offer reasons explaining oakes CJ.
why the departure isjustified in terms of the policies underly

ing the sentencing guidelines Guidelines Application
Implicit in what we have said is the conclusion that the

district courts simple statement that the defendant is

URES

manager or leader is finding Of fact. decline to Second Circuit affirms upward departure for of-

require the judge to write out more specific findings about the fenses not included in criminal history calculation Defen

defendant.. Nonetheless we urge district courts to clarify dant pleaded guilty to bank robbery As part of the plea

their ultimate factual findings by more specific findings when agreement he stipulated to the fts of second bank robbery

possible Specific findings will both guide reviewing courts to for which he had been charged but not convicted in order to

the evidentiary basis for sentencing judgments and also help allow that crime to be included in calculating his offense level

the trial judge to identify matters relevant to application of the On these facts defendant was in criminal history Category III

guidelines and his sentencing range was 37-46 months

U.S Mejia-Orosco No 88-5584 5th Cir Feb 17 The district court determined however that defendants

1989 Clark CJ. criminal history calculation undentpresented the seriousness

Not for CIttIon Guideline Serrtenci4lig Update is provided for information only It should not be cited either in opinions or otherimac
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of his criminal record because it did not include two unre- The court also instructed sentencing cowls that use

lazed state felony convictions because defendant had not yet 4A1 .3 to make specific findings When district court

been sentenced on those charges and defendant had corn- relies on section 4A1 .310 depart from the established guide

mitted the bank robberies while awaiting sentencing on the lines it should articulate its reasons for doing so explicitly

stale convictions The court departed from criminal history We do not of course require sentencing judges to incant the

Category III to Category and imposed 60-month sentence specific language used in the guidelines and indeed such

The appellate court found departure was authorized by ritualistic recital would make the sentence less comprehen

policy statement 4A1.3 of the Guidelines which allows de- sible to the defendant and our review more difficulL What is

parture if the criminal history category does not adequately desirable however is that the cOurt identify clearly the

reflect the seriousness of the defendants past criminal con- aggravating factors and its reasons for connecting them to the

duct or the likelihood that the defendant will commit other permissible grounds for departure under section 4A1.3

crimes Factors to consider in making this determination hS.v.Lwza-TrujilloNo.88-26895thCir.Mar.61989

include whether the defendant was pending. sentencing Rubin J.

on another charge at the time of the instant offense
Disct court finds Guidelines did not adequately4A1 .3d and whether defendant committed the instant

consider terrorism departs upward Defendant member
offense while on bail or pretrial release for another serious

offense 4A1.34 The court concluded that the district

of the Japanese Red Army IRA terrorist organization was

convicted on explosives weapons and immigration chargescourts decision to depart was not unreasonable and that the

60-month sentence was not unreasonable under the particu-

The guideline range for all Counts of conviction totaled 2733

months Citing the aggravating factors concerning these
lar circumstances of this case

offenses and finding the Sentencing Commission did not
The court also restated its emphasis in earlier cases that

district courts have wide discretion in determining what
adeuaLely consider and in fact did not consider the kind or

degree of the conduct at issue or the type or kind of individual
circumstances to take into account in deciding whether 10

who committed these offenses the court departed from the
depart from the guidelines and mai exercise their sound

Guidelines and imposed prison terms totaling 30 years
judgment in departing from the Guidelines when necessary to

The court specifically found that defendant was an inter-

account for factors not reflected in the applicable guideline
national terrorist who has trained members of and has been

range See U.S Correa-Vargas 860 F.2d 35 2d Cir

1988 U.S Giserrero 863 F.2d 245 2d Cir 1988 The
given training by the IRA who quietly acquired the elements

forandconscructed three anti-personnel bombs with theintent
Second Circuit has decided that it is best to allow district

of murdering scores and severely wounding scores more of
judges sensible flexibility in sentencing under the new act

the survivors of the blast in order to wage war on the enemyU.S Sturgis No 88-1131 2d Cir Feb 15 1989
of the JRA-.-the United States The court noted that the

Altimari
Sentencing Guidelines specifically list death physical in-

Fifth Circuit affirms upward departure where crimi- jury the dangerousness of the instrumentality weapon
nal history calculation did not account for large quantity disruption of governmental function and extreme conduct

of drugs in prior offense or for similarity to present of- as factors warranting departure Sections 5K2 5K2.2

fense Defendant pleaded guilty to conspiring to possess 200 5K2.6 5K2.7 and 512.8

pounds of marijuana In 1975 he had been convicted of intent In this case however none of the applicable guidelines

to distribute 1653 pounds of marijuana Citing policy state- takes these critical factors into account In point of fact the

ment 4A1.3 of the Guidelines the district court found that Guidelines do not consider terrorism or conduct remotely

defendants criminal history calculation did not adequately similar to that of Here because

reflect the amount of drugs involved in each offense or the fact intended to cause death and horrible injury departure fmm

that the priorconviction was for the same type of offense and the guidelines is warranted Moreover because the

departed from the guideline range of 46-57 months to sea- defendants bombs were intended to cause multiple deaths

tence defendant to 72 months imprisonment and injuries greater departure is warranted

Affirming the departure the appellate court reasoned The court also found that departure was wairanted under

The recidivists relapse into the same criminal behavior policy statement 4A1.3 because defendants applicable

demonstrates his lack of recognition of the gravity of his criminal history category significantly underrepresented the

original wrong entails greater culpability for the offense with seriousness of his criminal history and the likelihood that he

which he is currently charged and suggests an increased wouldcommitfunhercrimes This finding wasbaseduponan

likelihood that the offense will be repealed yet again While earlier arrest for terrorist activity and defendants terrorist

the prior similar adult criminal conduct that has resulted in training In addition the court determined that defendants

conviction may have already been counted under section actions constituted threat to national security public health

4A1.2eI or when computing the criminal history or safety thereby justifying departure under policy stale-

category the similarity between the two offenses provides the ment 512.14

district court with additional reason to enhance the sentence U.S Kikumuro No CR 88- 166 D.NJ Feb 10 1989

under section 4A1.3 Lechner J.
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Appellate Review
relating to the appropnate sentence This rule contemplates

Fifth Circuit holds that whether prior conviction falls that the court may base its sentencing decisions on matters not

within scope of Immigration offense guideline adjustment raised in the presentence report If however the cowl intends

is question of law subject to de novo review Defendant
to rely on any such additional fsctor to make an upward

pleaded guilty to aiding and abetting the transportation of adjusmentofthesentencedefensecounselmustbegivenan

illegal aliens His offense level was increased by two under
opportunity to address the court on the issue In this case

guideline 2L1.l b2 which provides for an increase if defendant had no notice that the cocaine might be considered

defendant previously has been convicted of smuggling of unusually high purity or that if it were found to be ihecourt

transporting or harboring an unlawful alien or related might adjust the sentence imposed
offense On appeal defendant argued that previous convic- U.S Otero No 88-5583 5th Cir Mar 23 1989
tion for aiding and abetting the illegal entry of another did not ubinJ.
constitute related offense

In affirming the sentence the appellate court noted To Guidelines Application
the extent that this appeal deals with express or implied DERMIN1NG OffENSE LEVEL
findings of fact such as whether the defendant had prior

conviction of the kind comprehended by section 2L1 .1 b2 Fifth Circuit holds that weight of LSD in guideline

we apply the clearly erroneous standard of review However computation includes weight of distribution medium

on the question of law as to whether given prior conviction Defendant challenged his sentence for conspiracy to distnb

falls within the scope of section 2L1 .1 b2 our review is de ute LSD claiming the Guidelines were ambiguous as to

Ujp noo whether the weight of the drug alone or the weight of the drug

After first concluding that the finding of prior convic- plus the medium should be used to calculate his sentence

tionforaidingandabeuingtheillegalŁntryofanotherwasnot Affirming the sentence the appellate court stated We be-

clearly erroneous the court determined that the prior offense lieve the guidelines answer this argument as 2D1.1 states

wasarelatedoffenseunder 2L1.1b2 Undertheplain
The scale amounts for all controlled substances refer to the

meaning of the term related offense aiding and abetting the total weight of the controlled substance Consistent with the

illegal entry of another is clearly related to the offense of provisions of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act if any mixture of

smuggling transporting or harboring an illegal alien it is compound contains any detectable amount of controlled

difficult to imagine situation in which aiding the entry of an substance the eniire amount of the mixture orcompound shall

illegal alien does not involve some aspect of smuggling
be considered in measuringthe quantity There is no anibigu

transporting or harboring that person ity in this statement Accord U.S Bishop No 83005

U.S Reyes-R uiz No 88-16325th Cii Mar 13 1989 N.D Iowa Feb 1989 offense level for LSD violation

Johnson J. based on weight of drug plus medium see GSU

U.S Taylor No 88-36775th Cir Mar 1989

Sentencing Procedure Jones J.

Defendant must be given notice before sentencing of Low drug purity does not warrant offense level

factors that may be used for upward departure Fifth reduction Fifth Circuit holds Defendant claimed that she

Circuit holds At sentencing the district court departed from was entitled to reduction in her offense level because of the

the Guidelines because of the purity of the cocaine involved low purity of the drug that was produced The appellate court

in the offense However the defendant was not given notice rejected her argument The guidelines provide for no such

eitherby thecourtorthepresentence reportthat this was being reduction The guidelines do provide for an increase in the

considered offense level when the government seizes drugs of unusually

The appellate court vacated and remanded for resen- high purity but this guideline provision does not create

tencing Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32a1 pro- corresponding reduction in weak drug case See Guideline

____ vides At the sentencing hearing the cowl shall afford the 2D1.1 and commentary

counsel for the defendant an opportunity to comment upon U.S Davis No 88-2587 5th Cir Mar 17 1989

the probation officers determination and on other matters Clark CJ.

Not for Citation Guideline Sentencing Update is provided for information only It should not be cited either opinions or otherwise
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DEPARTURES

Fifth Circuit upholds upward departure for egre- Frank 864 F.2d 992 3d Cir 1988 U.S Vizcaino No 88-

gious criminal history of repeat offenses Defendant 1302 2d Cit Mar 1989 GSU Defendants had

pleaded guilty to transporting stolen truck in interstate raised several constitutional challenges to the Guidelines

commerce The district court imposed the statutory maximum the Guidelines too narrowly limit sentencing courts dis

of five years rather than the 3037 month guideline sentence cretion thereby violating defendants due process rights to

fmding that defendants criminal history calculation did not pràsent mitigating factors the acceptance of responsibility

adequately reflect the nature of his criminal record Defendant guideline deprives defendants of their right to jury trial by
had long history of similaroffenses and had been in custody encouraging guilty pleas in contravention of the sixth amend-

or fugitive almost continuously since December 1975 ment and applying the Guidelines to conspiracy that

The appellate court found departure was approprialefor began prior to their effective date violates the ex post facto

defendant with record so egregious as si Con- clause

sidering his record the sentence imposed by the district court Rejecting defendants constitutional claims the court

was reasonable Indeed the district court was justified in con- held

cluding that the only reliable way to keep from Defendants have no due process right to present

driving stolen trucks is to keep him in prison mitigating factors prior to sentencing The Constitution does

U.S Fisher No 88-1790 5th Cir Mar 1989 not require individualized sentences. Congress has the

Rubin power to completely divest the courts of their sentencing

discretion and to establish an exact mandatory sentence for all

CRIMINAL HISTORY CATEGORY
offenses.. .If Congress can remove thesentencing discretion

District court upholds criminal history enhancement of the district courts it certainly may guide that discretion

based on factors that are also elements of escape offense through the guidelines

In the context of due process challenge to the Guidelines The acceptance of responsibility reduction guideline

which the court rejected the defendant also argued that his 3E1 does not violate the sixth amendment even though

criminal history calculation led to an inequitable result defendant who puts the government to its proof by

Defendant was charged with escaping from fJ challenging factual guilt cannot receive it Even assuming

prison camp Section 2P1 .1a sets the offense level for the that the sole purpose of this guideline is to encourage guilty

crime of escape at 13 if from lawful custody resulting from pleas it is not unconstitutional for the government to bargain

conviction or as result of lawful arrest for felony for guilty plea in exchange for reduced sentence

Points are to be added to the criminal history calculation if The ex post facto clause is not violated by applying

defendant committed the instant offense while under any an increased penalty to conspiracy that continued after the

criminal justicesentence orless than two years afterrelease
effective dale of the increased penalty..

from imprisonment See guideline 4A1.1d and Thus conspiracy offense continued well after November 1987

defendants criminal history category would be increased by
and thus was an offense committed after the effective date of

adding points for facts that comprise elements of the crime the Guidelines

charged Defendants also argued that the Sentencing Commission

The court held that this is not inequitable or unconstitu- violated its statutory mandate with respect to the availability

tional While there is no indication in the comments to the of probation the criminal history calculation the reduction in

sentencing guidelines that the Commission considered this sentence for cooperating with the government and the Guide-

occurrence there are valid reasons for enhancing defendants lines effect on the prison population The court rejected these

sentence including helping correctional officers to keep claims holding that the Commission acted well within its

control of and to encourage good behavior from prisoners
broad grant of authority and pursuant to congressional goals

U.S Jimenez No Th 88-14-CR S.D md Mar and principles

1989 Tinder J. To defendants final argument that the Guidelines never

became effective because the required General Accounting

Constitutionality Office report was inadequate and untimely the court stated

This court will not scrutinize the merits or timeliness of

Fifth Circuit upholds Sentencing Guidelines against reports intended solely for the benefit of Congress Such

due process and other constitutional and statutory chal- determination is for Congress and is essentially political

lenges The Fifth Circuit has become the third appellate court question outside the province of the judiciary

to reject due process challenge to the Guidelines See U.S U.S White No 88-1073 Mar 24 1989 percuriam
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Guidelines Application hO score unless the government can establish the

DETERMINING OFFENSE LEVEL reliability of the information by preponderance of the

evidence In Landrys case the government has provided no
Court may consider drug quantities not in indict-

evidence to tie the defendant to counts II and III of the
ment or offense of conviction when setting offense level

indictment and insufficient evidence to warrant considera
Fifth Circuit holds Defendant pleaded guilty to attempt-

tion of the drugs in count IV in calculating Landrys base

ing to possess with the intent to distribute more tIIBfl 500
offense level The court held that the quantities of drugs

grams of cocaine The district court found as fact that the
from counts 11111 and IV could therefore not be used to set

offense actually involved more than kilograms of
defendants offense level

cocaine and based defendants offense level on that
Defendant also successfully challenged his criminal

amount Defendant appealed his sentence arguing that the
history score He had been sentenced to make $140

district judge impermissibly looked beyond the indictment
restitution on bad check charge in 1986 but was jailed for

in determining the amount of cocaine involved in the
eight days when he failed to make payment Had defendant

offense
paid the $140 he would not have been incarcerated and the

The appellate court affirmed the sentence finding that
offense would not have been counted in his criminal

guidelines make plain that the district CoUrt is not
history The court agreed with defendant that the sentence

bound by the quantity of drugs mentioned by the indict-

was constitutionally invalid because court may not
meni Citing application note 11 to 2D 1.1 application

order the offender incarcerated unless it makes finding
notes and to 2D1.4 The court held that the district

that the offender willfully refused to pay or failed to make
court.clearly acted properly in considering that defen-

sufficient bona fide efforts to acquire the resources toy
dants transaction was part of larger scheme involving

Since there was no evidence to support such finding the
kilograns of cocaine rather than msthcting its inquiry tO

sentence was invalid and the eight-day jail term should not
the amounts actually mentioned in the indictment Accord

have been included in defendants criminal history The
U.S Perez No 88-3409 6th Cir Mar 29 1989 iffra

court also found that the Guidelines specifically provide
U.S Sarasgi No 88-2734 5th Cir Mar 24.1989

for this type of challenge at sentencing Section 6A1.3a
Higinbotham J.

allows the parties an adequate opportunity to present

District court declines to consider conduct for
information to the court regarding any factor important to

which there is insufficient evidence against defendant in
the sentencing determination and application note to

calculating base offense level and holds that invalid
4A1 .2 states Convictions which the defendant shows to

conviction may not be used in criminal history score
have been constitutionally invalid may not be counted in

Defendant and others were charged in five-count indict-
crIminal history score

ment for cocaine offenses Defendant was only mentioned
U.S Lwzdry No CR 3-88-09002 Minn Mar

in counts andV and pleaded guilty to count distribu-
31 1989 Magnuson J.

tion of two ounces of cocaine In calculating defendants
DEPARTURES

base offense level probation office aggregated all of

thecocaine charged in counts II Ill IV and and 28.3 District court finds dangerous nature of cocaine

grams not charged against any of the defendants base warrants departure Defendant was found guilty of

The court found that in determining offense level it possession of 22.1 grams of cocaine base crack The

may consider quantities of drugs not included in the count guideline sentencing range was 0-4 months However the

of conviction 2D1.1 application note acts that were court concluded that departure was appropriate The Drug

part of the same course of conduct or common scheme or Quantity Table the Guidelines Manual recognizes that

plan as the offense of conviction IBI.3a2 and cocaine base is much more dangerous controlled sub

relevant infoænaiion that has sufficient indicia of stance than cocaine and heroin The table reflects that

reliability to support its probable accuracy 6A.13a 2034.9 grams of cocaine base is the equivalent of 23.4

However the court will not use the information as basis kilograms of cocaine or 400-699 grams of heroin Section

for calculating the guideline offense level or criminal 2D2.l which sets forth the Base Offense Levels for

Not for Citation Guideline Sentencing Update is psvided for information only It should not be cited either in opinions or otherwise
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unlawful possession of controlled substance does not linve court concluded that the evidence suffices to support the

specific reference to cocaine base in setting forth the judges finding

respective levels The highest level is for heroin There- U.S Franco-Torres No 88-1382 5th Cu Mar 24

fore the Court concluded that there should be an upward 1989 Higginbotham J.

departure from the Guidelines for cocaine base Based upon

the amount of cocaine base in this case namely 22.1 grams
Eleventh Circuit holds acceptance of responsibility

sentence of 10 months incarceration is appropriate
is factual issue subject to clearly erroneous standard

See also U.S Ryan No 88-3344 3d Cir Jan 26 1989
ffirms enhancement of criminal history The district

departure from the guideline might well be reasonable in
court denied credit for acceptance of responsibility and

view of the Commissions failure to take into account the
enhanced defendants criminal history category from to

unusual danger of crack in drafting the guidelines govern-
IV The aiella1e court found that the Guidelines and

ing drug possession GSU Sentencing Reform Act indicate that acceptance of respon

U.S Coleman No 88-20037-4 W.D Tenn Feb sibility is factual finding entitled to great deference and

27 1989 McRae Sr J.
subject to review under the clearly erroneous standard

See Guidelines 3E1.1 commentary at 3.22 18 U.S.C

Other Recent Cases 742d Reviewing the record the court held that the

district courts findings were not clearly erroneous

U.S Perez No 88-34096th Cir Mar 29 1989 Defendant conceded that departure from criminal

Martin Under the sentencing guidelines the amount
history category to category III would be appropriate but

of the drug being negotiated even in an uncompleted
argued that enhancement to category IV was unreasonable

distribution shall be used to calculate the total amount in
The court disagreed holding that the district court properly

order to determine the base level
found conduct that justified departure under guideline

U.S Peoples No 88-20234-4 W.D Tenn Mar 27 4A1.3 and that on this information which the

1989 McRae Sr rejecting arguments attacking MII-
defendant does not argue is unreliable the district court

Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and Guidelines on basis of reasonably could conclude that criminal history category

different treatment of cocaine and cocaine base making
IV more adequately reflects the seriousness of

upward adjustment for obstruction of justice because
dants criminal history and the likelihood of recidivism

defendant threw controlled substance to the ground when than does category III

running from authorities
U.S Spraggin.s No 88-3824 11th Cu Apr

1989 jer curiam

U.S Norquay No CR 6-88-98 Minn Mar 28

1989 Deviu Sr Guidelines will not be applied to vio-
District court refuses to grant in forma pauperis

lations of the Major Indian Crimes Act 18 U.S.C 1153
status for frivolous appeal of sentence The court denied

petitioners application to proceed on appeal in forma

Appellate Review pauperis because it determined that the issues for which

petitioner seeks review are frivolous from an objective

Fifth Circuit holds acceptance of responsibility and standard The direct appeal of sentence imposed

obstruction of justice determinations are factual pursuant to the Sentencing Guidelines Act by an individual

questions subject to clearly erroneous standard of proceeding pro se and requesting in forma pauperis status

review The appellate court upheld findings that the upon appeal after having had the previous benefit of

defendant had not accepted responsibility for his crime and retained counsel presents situation unlike others consid

had obstructed justiceWhether or not defendant has crud by this court Upon considering the applicable rules

accepted responsibility is factual question depending the court determines that the standards contained therein

largely upon credibility assessments With respect to such i.e that litigant may not proceed in forma pauperis upon

assessments we defer to the conclusions of the sentencing appeal if that appeal is not taken in good faith apply to this

judge We will therefore affirm the sentencing judges situation

findings unless they are without foundation In this U.S Wilson No CR88-12-VAL M.D Ga Mar 17

case. see no reason to conclude that these findings 1989 Owens CJ.
were without foundation

Other Recent Case
Similarly or not defendant has obstructed

the administration of justice is factual question and the U.S Mejia-Orosco No 88-5584 5th Cu Mar 31
district courts resolution of the question enjoys the 1989 per curiam denying petition for rehearing and real-

protection of the clearly erroneous standard We firming earlier decision 867 F.Zd 216 amendment to 18

therefore ask only whether there was sufficient evidence in U.S.C 3742 including addition of due deference

the record to permit the sentencing judge to conclude that language does not affect applicability of clearly errone

obstructed the administration of justice The ous standard to sentencing courts factual determinations
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Guidelines Application
convicted felon and unlawful possession of an uniegisteredCRIMINAL HISTORY CATEGORY

firearm silencer for the pistol Defendant claimed the

Fifth Circuit holds that degree of departure for in- district court should have grouped the two counts as closely

adequate criminal history score should be tied to specific related offenses under guideline 3D .2d instead of sen

criminal history category Defendant pleaded guilty to im- tencing him pursuant to 3D 1.4 according to the combined

migration offenses Two prior convictions for immigration offense level for the two separate offenses

offenses were not counted in her criminal history score be- Section 3D .2d lists offense guidelines that are specifi

cause they fell justoutside theten-year limitof4A1.2e2 cally included in orexcluded from the grouping section Be-

giving defendant score of zero and sentencing range of 410 cause the guideline covering defendants offenses 2K2.2 is

months The sentencing court found that the criminal history not on either list the district court had to determine if grouping

score underrepresented defendants past criminal behavior was appropriate In this instance theappellatecourtnoted the

and likely recidivism and departed from the Guidelines to Guidelines indicate that case-by-case determination must

impose two-year sentence be made based upon the facts of the case and the applicable

The appellate court remanded the case for resentencing guidelines including specific offense characteristics and

because the district court simply departed from the Guidelines other adjustments used to determine the offense level This

instead of adjusting defendants criminal history category determination is in some parts legal rather than factual and so

There is no question that sentencing court may sometimes is not shielded by the clearly erroneous standard The determi

justify its departure from the Guidelines based upon the nation does however depend on factual and case-specific

inadequacy of defendants criminal history score How- conclusions reviewing court must therefore give due

ever the Guidelines provisions treating adjustments for crim- deference to the district court and respect the informed

ma history indicate that in considering departure from the judgment made by that court Citing 18 U.S.C 3742
Guidelines the Commission intends that the court use as Looking at the language of the guidelines and the

reference the guideline range for defendant with higher or explanatory comments the court found that posses-

lower criminal history.category as applicable dis- sioæ ofan unregistered silencerand the unlawful possession of

trict court was justified in considering that level of zero was pistol by convicted felon do not clearly fall under the

not representative ofdefendants true criminal history Never- language of Iguidelme 3D1 .2d Indeed the total amount

theless we conclude that the court should not have completely of harm or loss and the quantity of the substance involved

disregarded the Guidelines without further explanation are not relevant factors in determining the offense level for the

Under section 4A1 .3 the judge should have considered crimes has committed Given the plain

the sentencing ranges that would be indicated by raising language of the relevant provision and the different nature of

defendants criminal history category to II or higher offenses we find no error in the courts conclu

In remanding for resentencing the court emphasize sion that his offenses should not have been grouped together

that in some cases involving defendants with low criminal under 3D1 .2d of the guidelines

history scores it may be justified to impose sentence Defendant also argued that his offense level on the

reflecting much higher criminal history category or to go silencer count should have been reduced six points pursuant

beyond the range correspondingto the highest categoryVI to2K2.2b3becausethesilencerwaspossessedaspartof

However in such cases the sentencing judge should state gun collection The court held that the advisory notes to this

definitively that he or she has considered lesser adjustments of section make clear that only lawful collection of guns can be

the criminal history category and must provide the reasons considered as mitigating factor under 2K2.2b3.
why such adjustments are inadequate would be contrary to the clear intent of this provision to find

U.S Lopez No 88-2962 5th Cir Apr 14 1989 that an illegal gun collection such as one possessed by

Smith J. convicted felon should be used to reduce the sentence of

person guilty of violating firearms statute Common sense
IJETER MINING jFFENSE LEVEL

and the commentary to the guidelines preclude this result

Fifth Circuit upholds decision not to group firearm U.S Pope No 88-1464 5th Cir Apr 14 1989
offenses Defendantpleaded guilty to possession of pistol by Williams J.

Not for Citation Gisidelire Sentencing Updae is provided for information only It should not be cited either in opinions or otherwise
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Other Recent Cases of the same course of conduct or common scheme as the

offense of conviction

ArnoldJtipulationinpleaagreementbetween
U.S Pau1ino No 88-1433 2dCir Apr 13 1989 per

and government that defendant accepted responsibility in
cunam

accordance with Guideline 3E1 .1 is not binding on sentenc- Other Recent Case

ing court denial of minimal participant reduction upheld u.s Salazar-Villarreai No.88-26255th Cir Apr.21
not clearly erroneous

1989 per curiam affirming upward departwt from 4-10

U.S Brett No.88-18998th Cir Apr 24 1989 Lay months to years for reckless conduct by driver of van

CJ affirming upward adjustment for obstruction of justice carrying 24 illegal aliensone passenger killed and others

for giving false name when rteJ injured in crash when driver attempted to elude authorities

U.S Roberts No 88-5087 4th Cir Apr 24 1989 SENTENCING PROCEDURE

Chapman amount of drugs sought in conspiracy not
Defendant not entitled to pretrial resolution of dis

amount actually obtained are used to set offense level
pute regarding application of Guidelines to facts of the

U.S Sailes No 88-5810 6th Cir Apr 13 1989 case The district court referred this case to magistrate to

Nelson drugs involved in relevant conduct not just in resolvepretrial matters dispute arose over whether thecon

offense of conviction are used to set base offense level duct alleged in the indictment constituted an organized

criminal activity within the meaning of 2B1.24 of the

DEPARTURES
Guidelines which would result in higher base offense level

Second Circuit finds that decision not to depart was if defendant were convicted The parties proposed submitting

within sound discretion of sentencing court also offense the dispute to the magistrate who concluded that resolving

level should be based on total amount of drugs in transac- this dispute before trial would be improper proce

tion even if defendant is minimal participant Defendant dure not only seeks to have the court enter an advisory

who pleaded guilty to drug violation received four-level opinion but also creates an undue risk that error could affect

reduction for minimal role in the offense and two-level the defendants decision to go to trial or plead guilty The

reduction for acceptance of responsibility Defendant argued court adopted the magistrates report as its opinion

that his minimal role entitled him to downward departure in U.S Ware No CR 89-AR-O 10-S ND Ala Apr 10

addition to the four-level reduction already granted that his 1989 Acker J.
insubstantial priorcriminal record provided further basis for

downward departure and that the sentencing judge exceeded Constitutionality

his discretion by not so departing Eighth Circuit rejectsdue process challenge to Guide-

The appellate court found that argument is without lines approves two-track sentencing procedure The

merit The decision to depart is matter within the sound Eighth Circuit held that the Guidelines are not vulnerable to

discretion of the sentencing judge.. Moreover Congress due process challenge based on the elimination of judges

expected that that broad discretion would be exercised only sentencing discretion The court found that some discretion

when the basis for departure was circumstance not already some power to fitsentences to the individual offender is left

factored into the Guidelines Here suggests and that in any event the Constitution does not guarantee

as bases for departure two factors minimal role tind insubstan- individualized sentencing except in capital cases

tialcriminalrecordbochofwhichwereexplicitlyconsidered The court appears to be the first appellate panel so

by the Commission in formulating the Guidelines and were consider the two-track sentencing approach used by several

taken into account by the District Court in its guideline district courts while awaiting the Supreme Court decision on

calculation Under such circumstances decision not to the Guidelines See e.g U.S Britiman 687 Supp 1329

depart from the applicabló guideline range cannot possibly be E.D Ark 1988 GSU 11 The district court found the

in excess of the discretion confided in sentencing judges even Guidelines unconstitutional and imposed sentence under

if we make the doubtful assumption that the discretion not to prior law but also filed a.Staement of Reasons for Imposing

depart could ever be exceeded Sentence as required by the Sentencing Reform Act that

Defendant had also argued that the district court erred in explained what sentence the court would have imposed under

calculating his base offense level on the basis of the total the Guidelines The appellate court held that the District

amount of the drugs in the overall Scheme in which he partici- Court acted prudently in using this two-track procedure As

pated This challenge was rejected in light of our holding in the Courtobserved ifthe Guidelines and the Commissionare

United States Guerrero 863 F.2d 245 2d Cir 1988 held constitutional only new commitmentorder will have to

despite the fact that possessed minimal knowl- be executed It will not be necessary to have second

edge of the scope of the transaction and had minimal control
sentencing hearing The court affmned and remanded for

over its execution In Guerrero we held that under section
resentencing

lB 1.3 relevant conduct the offense level calculation in- U.S Britiman No 88-1973 8th Cir Apr 19 1989
cludes all acts aided and abetted by the defendant that are part Arnold J.
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Guidelines Application that section Each defendant claimed he shotild have received

DETERMINING OFFENSE LEVEL the two-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility

The appellate courts held that this reduction should not be
First Circuit holds that defendant must accept re-

applied to the offense levels in the career offender table Both

sponsibility only for count of conviction Defendant
courts reasoned that this conclusion was consistent with the

pleaded guilty to one of five counts In setting the offense
legislative mandate of 28 U.S.C 994h which was to

Ievela dispute arose over whether defendant had to accept assure that the guidelines specify sentence career

responsibility for the dismissed counts in order to receive the
offender to term of imprisonment at or near the maximum

two-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility Defen-
term authorized accepting defendants position would

dant claimed that could cause him to incriminate himself on
undercut that policy

the other offenses and that in any event he had accepted re-

Denying the reduction is also consistent with the Guide
sponsibility for all counts at the sentencing hearing The

lines The First Circuit found that if the Guidelines applica
sentencing court ruled that the Sentencing Guidelines re-

tion instructions are followed career criminal is never

quired defendant to admit responsibility for all his criminal
allowed the two-point reduction from his career-offender

activity not just the counts to which he was pleading guilty level determination The Third Circuit concluded that

even if that meant incriminating himself on the other counts
as the career offender table has no provision for

The appellate court reversed and remanded We con-
adjustments we would be no more entitled to give

dude that the only plausible reading of the Guidelines for
two-level reduction under 3E 1.1 than we would be permit-

cases in which plea agreement has been made is that accep- ted to increase his level by reason of any of the factors

tance of personal responsibility for his criminal conduct
in the ordinary total offense level calculation

means the criminal conduct to which the defendant pleads The courts also noted that 4B1.3 the criminal liveli

guilty The court found that forcing defendantto accept re-
hood provision provides reduction for acceptance of re

sponsibility for all counts would violate the fifth amendment
sponsibility The lack of similarprovision in 4B1.l mdi

because it was possible that statements concerning dismissed
cates the Commission did not intend the reduction to apply

counts made during plea negotiations might be admissible in
The First Circuit added that the reduction may still be

other litigation plea bargain can unravel at any time..
reflected in the actual sentence The career offender offense

the judge need not accept the plea agreemenL Nor
level gives sentencing range and determining the exact

need the judgeautomatically accept dismissal of an indict-

amountoftimetobeservedfrornthatrangeacourtmayfactor
ment filed by the government Also statements made to

into its sentence defendants acceptance of responsibility

probation officer for presentence report are not protected by In addition the sentencing court might determine that accep
Fed Evid 410 from possible future admission The court

tance of responsibility by acareeroffender in certain instances
concluded that both the language of the Guidelines

constituted unusual circumstances such as to warrant
and the constitutional restrictions the acceptance of responsi-

departure from the guidelines
bilitysectioncanonlybeinterpreiedtomeanthatadefendant U.S Alves No 88-1752 1st Cir May 1989
who has made plea agreement must accept responsibility Bownes U.S Huff No 88-3733 3d Cir May 10
solely for the counts to which he is pleading guilty 1989 Greenberg J.

To defendants argument that he had accepted responsi

bility for all counts during the sentencing hearing the court Other Recent Cases

held that the district judge has substantial discretion as 10 U.S Wright No 88-1687 1st Cir Apr 27 1989
whether that acceptance was timely BreyerJ affirming sentenceand holding sentencingcourt

U.S Perez-Franco No 88-1768 1st Cir Apr 28
mayconsiderrelevantrelatedconductindismissedcountsand

1989 Bownes J. past behavior relevant to determining an appropriate penalty

for the crime when setting offense level whether defendant
First and Third Circuits hold that defendants sen

was minor or minimal participant is mixed question of
NIerŁdpursiiant to career offender guideline may not

fact and law reviewed under clearly erroneous standard
receive acceptance of responsibility reduction Defendants

in both cases qualified as career offenders under guideline U.S Graham No CR-88-0667 N.D Cal Apr

4B1.1 and were sentenced under the offense level table in 1989 Orrick Sr DJ when live marijuana plants are

Not for Citation Guideline Sentencing Update is provided for information only It should not be cited either in opnons or otherwise
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seized weight is immaterial and number of plants is used to it must impose reasonable sentence The recommended

calculate the offense level range provides point of reference for the sentencing court

If the court identifies the wrong recommended range its
IJEPARTURES

frame of reference may be skewed Accordingly whether

Fifth Circuit addresses several departure issues the court incorrectly determined the recommended range is

Defendant recent parolee lived with an elderly man who relevant to our review of sentence imposed under the

according to defendant died in household accident Fearing departure provisions Reviewing under the clearly errone

he would be accused of murder defendant initially fled the ous standard the court rejected defendants various chal

house but later returned put the body in the trunk of the mans lenges to the sentencing courts guideline calculation includ

car and drove around Texas for several days while using the ing its findings that the deceased was vulnerÆblà victim

manscreditcard.Evenwallydefendantdisposedofthebody under 3A1.1 and that vulnerable victim need not be the

by placing it in dumpster and burning it When arrested by victim of the offense of conviction and that defendant tried to

state police for public intoxication defendant tried to hide the obstruct justice by hiding the credit card

credit card The police found the card defendant told the story U.S Roberson No 88-1624 5th Cir Apr 28 1989
and he was indicted on state charges and federal charge of Smith J.
credit card fraud Defendant pleaded guilty to the credit card

other Recent Case
offense and the sentencing judge departed from the guideline

range of 3037 months to impose 120-month sentence
U.S Velasquez-Mercado No 88-2621 5th Cir Apr

Defendant challenged two of the sentencing courts
28 1989 Jones upward departure warranted where

sons for the departure that his conduct in the treatment and defendant organized scheme to transport large number of

disposal of the body was extreme conduct under 5K2.8 illegal aliens molested women passengers and attempted to

and that criminal history category VI did not adequately
evade authorities in high-speed chase

reflect his criminal record or potential for future criminal

activity The appellate court rejected both challenges
Appellate Review

The court concluded that 5K2.8 is not as defendant First Circuit outlines standard of review for depar

argued limited to harm done to the victim Section 5K2.8 tures In upholding departure from sentencing range of
directs the sentencing courts attention to the defendants 2733 months to 10 years the First Circuit set forth three-

conduct not the victims harm and thus does not implicate the step standard for reviewing departure cases The first step is to

limiting language in section 5K2.0 The court also deter- assay the circumstances relied on by thedistrict court in

mined that victim under 5K2.8 need not be the direct determining that the case is sufficiently unusual to warrant

victim of the offense of conviction departure That review is essentially plenary
Defendant claimed that the district court in determining Next the reviewing court should determine whether the

that criminal history category VI was inadequate should not circumstances if conceptually proper actually exist in the

have considered as separate three 1979 convictions that were particular case That assessment involves factfinding and the

consolidated for sentencing The appellate court found that triers determinations may be set aside only for clear error

the Guidelines allow consideration of concurrent sentences in Finally the direction and degree of departure must on

that situation The court also held that once sentencing court appeal be measured by standard Qf reasonableness In

gives specific reasons for departing from the guideline range this context reasonableness determined with due regard for

it need not explain why specific term is chosen Nothing in the factors to be considered in imposing sentence gener

U.S.C 13553 requires the sentencing judge to justify his ally and the reasons for the imposition of the particular

choice of sentence further by explaining for example why sentence as stated by the district court Citing 18 U.S.C

120 months is more appropriate than 100 months 3553a and 3742d3 This third step involves what is

In addition defendant claimed that once the sentencing quintessentially ajudgment call review must

court determined that category VI was inadequate it should occur with full awareness of and respect for the triers

have gone to the nextoffense level to guide the departure This superior feel for the case We will not lightly disturb deci

argument is premised on the fact that the Guidelines instruct sions to depart or not or related decisions implicating degrees

courts to move between criminal history categories when the of departure

applicable category is inadequate The court determined that The court added that we read the Guidelines as envision-

the Guidelines do not require courts to do this and in fact to ing considerable discretion in departure decisions at least at

do so would be inappropriate Arbitrarily moving to new this early stage of their existence Although we are

offense level when the highest criminal history category cognizant that departures should be the exception rather than

proves inadequate would skew the balancing of factors which the rule we must nonetheless defer within broad limits to

the Commission created in the Sentencing Table the trial judges intimate familiarity with the nuances of

Defendant also challenged the district cowls calculation given case

of the guideline range for the offense of conviction The U.S Diaz-Villafane No 88-1998 1st Cir May
appellate court noted that even if the court decides to depart 1989 Selya J.
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Sentencing Procedure
this court cannot gauge either the need for or reasonableness

Third Circuit holds that when plea agreement estab- of the departure The court held that failure to comply with

lishesfactsrelevanttosentencingnolurtherproofofthose Cnm 32cand guideline 6A1.3b requ res that

facts is required Defendant entered plea of guilty to theft we vacate sentence and remand this action for

of 122 pieces of mail valued at $22500 Although defendant resentencing The method by which the district court

never withdrew his plea he challenged the presentence report chooses to address the requirements of Rule 32c and guide-

claiming he only stole 40-45 packages with value of less line 6A 1.3b in given case is for that court to select The

than $20000 value that would result in lower offense only requirement we make is that the record rctiect the trial

level On appeal defendant argued that the dispute over the courts resolution of any disputed sentencing factors in accor

value of the stolen property was not foreclosed by his guilty dance with the federal rules and the guidelines

plea and that the government should have been required to The court also held that the district court must

prove the value through the dispute resolution procedures of redetermine in light of its fact findings whether departure

Fed Crim 32c3D and gwdeline 6A1.3 is warranted In domg so the district court should not

The appellate court rejected this view finding that the consider defendants education or socio-economic stalusas

plea agreement encompassed an understanding both as to the those factors are excluded under the Guidelines

number of parcels taken and their value that there was no U.S Burch No 88-2680 5th Cir May 10 1989

suggestion in the plea agreement that reserved the Clark C.J.

right to challenge the valuation and that defendant did not

seek to withdraw the plea when the judge ruled that the
District court determines that partyseeking adjust-

JP indictmentvaluationwouldbeusedforsentencing.Thusthe
nient to base offense level bears burden of proof Defen

court held defendants plea of guilty admitted the value for
darn who pleaded guilty to engaging in continuing criminal

purposes of his sentence and no further proof or stipulation
enterprise objected to an offense level increase for obstruc

was required
lion ofjustice and claimed he should have received two-level

U.S Parker No 88-3752 3d Cii May 10 1989
decrease for acceptance of responsibility The court held an

Greenberg
evidenuary hearing on the dispute and first concluded that

the preponderance of evidence standard is the appropriate

Fifth Circuit holds judge must resolve factual dis- standard of proof to be applied in evidentiary hearings held

putes before sentencing Defendant pleaded guilty to con- under the Guidelines

spiracy to possess marijuana with intent to distribute 1-Ic As to whether the government or defendant bore the

objected to the prcscntcncc report claiming that the amount of burden of proof the court concluded that the burden should

marijuana used to set his offense eve was too high and that shift dtpcndingon the disputed factorat issue It is clear to this

he should not have bcen classified as an organizer or leader court that the government should bear the burden of proof

The district court did not rule on these objections or make when showing that the defendants base offense level should

explicit factual findings Instead the court departed from the be increased On the other hand the.government

recommended sentencing range and imposed the statutory carry the burden of proof in the context of decreasing the base

maximum of five yeaz giving as reasons defendants privi- offense level seems inappropriate The defendants base

leged social background and prior criminal activity The offense level cannot be reduced under the Guidelines without

appellate court vacated the sentence and remanded proof that factor exists which warrants such reduction e.g
The court noted that the presentence report and the de- acceptance of responsibility Surely the government need

fendants objections to that report are essential considerations not carry the burden of proving that the defendants base

in proper sentencing Furthermore guidelines explic- offense level should not be decreased if there is no proof in the

itly require that the sentencing court resolve disputed sentenc- record warranting such decrease If evidence is submitted by

ing factors without regard to whether the court ultimately the defendant warranting decrease. the government can

determines that departure from the guidelines is warranted then go forward with evidence disputing the same But first

Sentencing Guideline 6A 1.3b Without clear resolution of there must be evidence warranting such reduction and who

the facts that form the basis for the district courts sentence is better to offer this evidence than the defendant But cf U.S

Not rur CitatIon Guideline Sentencing Update is provided for information only It should not tic cited either in opinions or otherwise
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Dolan 701 Supp 138 E.D Tenn 1988 holding that determinedbydefendantstotaladjustedoffenselevelnotthe

government had burden of proof when it challenged presen- base offense level

tence report recommendation of downward adjustment for

U.S Daughirey No 88-5151 4th Cir May11 1989
acceptance of responsibility In this case the court found

that neither party satisfied its burden and no adjustments
Wilkins issue of minimal or minor participant status is

an essentially factual question and under the due defer-
the offense level were allowed

ence standard of review sentencing courts decision will be
U.S Clark No CR SCR 88-601 N.D IrxI MaY 11

affirmed unless clearly erroneous
1989 Sharp CJ.

U.S Ayarza No 88-3123 9th Cir May 1989

Guidelines Application Wiggins rejecting separation of powers and due process

challenges to requirement of substantial assistance provision
Fifth Circuit holds that lack of connection between

SK1.1 that such downward adjustment may be made only
drug offense and weapon precludes offense level increase

upon motion of the government
under guideline 2D1.1b1 Defendant pleaded guilty to

possessionofcocainewithintenttodistribute.Policefounda
U.S Galvan-Garcia No 88-2752 5th Cir May

loaded pistol at his residence which was several miles from 1989 Johnson affirming offense level increase for

the scene of the drug purchase where defendant was arrested obstruction of justice where defendant threw bags of man-

The district court adjusted his offense level under guideline juana out of vehicle during high-speed chase

2D1.lbl which directs courts to increase the offense
U.S RaffertyNo CR 88-01508-01 Hawaii May

level by two firearm was possessed during commis-
1989 Ezra increasing offense level for obstruction of

sion of drug-related offense
justice where defendant gave false information to arresting

The appellate court held that is strained interpreta-
officers and false testimony at detention hearing

uon given this situation to conclude thatdefendantpossessed

the gun during the commission of the offense even applying DEPARTURES
the deferential clearly-erroneous standaid of review There

was no showing that the gun and drugs were connected in any
U.S Ramirez-de Rosas No 88-52 19 9th Cir May

way and they were in fact always several miles apart
1989 Wright Sr D.J upholding departure based on high-

Although the court found that under the language of speed chase on ground that it constituted either dangerous

guideline this is close case it held that the adjustment
treatment of aliens see Application Notesto 2L1 .1 or an

made was inappropriate and must be vacated aggravating circumstance not adequately considered by the

U.S Vasquez No 88-2775 5th Cir May 19 1989 Sentencing Commission under these circumstances depar

Smith J. tureto30-mOnth sentencefrom guidelinerangeofO-4 months

was completely reasonable

Other Recent Cases

U.S White No 88-5613 4th Cm May 22 1989 Constitutionality

Wilkins whether to apply acceptance of responsibility DUE PROCESS CHALLENGES
guideline isclearly factual issue and thus reviewable under

clearly erroneous standard As of this writing all seven circuits that have considered

due process challenges to the Sentencing Guidelines have
U.S Pinto No 88-2896 7th Cir May 19 1989

rejected them most recently the First Sixth and Seventh

EasterbrookJ.althoughSentencing Commissions Appli-
Circuits See U.S Seluk No 88-1779 1st Cm Apr 27

cation Notes are not formally binding sentencing court may 1989 per curiam U.S Allen No 88-57396th Cir May
use notes to illuminate meaning of guidelines

1989 Contie Sr U.S Pinto No 88-2896 7th Cir

U.S Harry No 88-1743 5th Cir May 18 1989 per May 19 1989 Easterbrook J. In light of this strong trend

curiam when term of probation is imposed under guideline Guideline Sentencing Update will not report future cases

SB 1.2 maximum length of term that may be imposed is upholding the Guidelines against due process challenges
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MEMORANDUM

TO All Justice Department Litigators

FROM Dick Thornburgh
Attorney General

SUBJECT Communication with Persons Represented By Counsel

Disciplinary Rule 7-104A1 of the ABA Model Code of
Professional Responsibility and its successor Rule 4.2 of the ABA
Model Rules of Professional Conduct provide that lawyer shall
not coiranunicate with person represented by counsel on the subject
of the representation unless the lawyer has the consent of counsel
or is authorized by law to do so These rules have in recent
years been broadly interpreted by some defense counsel in an effort
to prohibit communications by law enforcement personnel with the
target of criminal investigation whether or not constitutional
right to counsel has attached This expansive reading has been
advanced in primarily two contexts motions to suppress evidence

Disciplinary Rule 7104 provides
During the course of his representation of client

lawyer shall not Communicate or cause another to
communicate .on the subject of the representation by
lawyer in that matter unless hehas the prior consent of
the lawyer representing such other party or is authorized
by law to do so

Rule 4.2 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct
adopted by the House of Delegates of the ABA in August 1983 and
amended in February 1987 provides with respect to parte
contacts

In representing client lawyer shall not
communicate about the subject of the representation with

party the lawyer knows to be represented by another
lawyer in the matter unless the lawyer has the consent
of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so

lawyer may not avoid the prohibition by making such
communication through an agent or investigator ABA Model Rule
8.4a United States Partin 601 F.2d 1000 9th Cir 1979
United States Thomas 474 F.2d 110 10th Cir 1973



developed through such contacts and disciplinary proceedings

against individual Justice Department attorneys at the state level

The effect of these efforts may somedaybe to achieve through DR

7-104 what cannot be achieved through the Constitution right to

counsel at the investigative stage of proceeding As practical

matter these efforts threaten to become substantial burden on the

law enfOrcement process

The issue has arisen for the most part in two general

settings

instances of covert contacts with suspect by

undercover agents or informants or less frequently

overt interviews by investigators or .attorneys after the

suspect has retained counsel or

instances of multiple representation where single

-attorney represents either several individuals one of

whom is the principal target and is paying foreveryones

representation or an organization and all its employees

when the organization is the target and is paying for

the representation and where the attorney ins jstsc that

all contacts by prosecutors or agents must come through

him even if initiated by one o.f the represented
individuals

The Department has consistently supported and the courts have

long recognized the legitimacy of undercover operations even when

they involve the investigation of individuals who keep an attorney

on retainer See United States Lemonakis 485 F.2d 941

D.C.Cir 1973 cert denied 415 U.S 989 1974 United States

Sutton 801 F.2d 1346 1366 D.C Cir 1986 United States

Fitterer 710 F.2d 1328 1333 8th Circert denied 464 U.s 852

19831 United States Kenny 645 F.2d 1323 1339 .9th Cir
cert denied 453 U.S 92.0 1981 of United States Vasauez 675

F.2d 16 17 2nd Cir 1983 United States Janiil 707 F.2d 638

.2nd Cir 1984 cert denied469 U.s 1161 1985

Further it is clear that when an individual believes that his

lawyer is representing not his own interests but the interests of

third party and that announcing to his lawyer that he has made

contact with government investigators could have dire consequences

the individual should not be channelled through the lawyer whom he

believes is inimical to his interests Sometimes direct

communications serve to benefit the client and to vindicate his

rights See Wood Georgia 450 U.S 261 1981

In ruling on removal motion made by federal prosecutors in

state disciplinary proceedings the Fifth Circuit has recently

observed Regulation of the legal profession admittedly implicates

significant state interests but the federal interest in protecting

federal officials in the performance of their federal duties is



_____paramount Kolibash Committee on Legal Ethics No 88-3871

5th Cir March 1989 Slip Op at That court observed that
the expansion of such disciplinary rules could be used to
interfere with the duties of federal officials including the
President of the United States the Secretary of State and the

Attorney General of the United States all of whom may be lawyers
Kolibash at .9 Indeed the Department has consistently taken the

position that the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution does not

permit local and state rules to frustrate the lawful operation of
the federalgoverriinent Ethical Restraints of the ABA Code of
Professional Responsibility on Federal Criminal Investigations 4B

Op Off of Legal Counsel 576 60102 1980

The Department has taken the position that although the

states have the authority to regulate the ethical conduct of

attorneys admitted to practice before their courts Nix
Whiteside 106 S.Ct 988 994 1986 that authority permits
regulation of federal attorneys only if the regulation does not
conflict with the federal law or with the attorneys federal

responsibilities see Sperry Florida 373 U.S 379 402 1963

Notwithstanding the state of the law the defense bar has
continued to press its position that DR 7-104 does in fact limit
the universe of appropriate federal investigative techniques The

high-water mark of the bars litigative effort is the Second
Circuits first decision in United States Hammad 846 F.2d 864

2nd Cir 1988 later revised 858 F.2d 834 2nd dr Sept 23
1988

In its initial opinion on May .12 1988 the court held that
DR 7-104 applies to federal criminal investigations both before and
after indictment that prosecutor violates the rule by using an
informant to gather information from suspect known to be

represented by counsel and that sucha violation may lead to the

suppression of any tainted evidence Fortunately the Second
Circuit later revised its holding in Hainmad expressing concern
that its original opinion might unduly hamper criminal
investigations particularly in those cases in which career
criminals have attempted to immunize themselves by hiring house
counsel Althoughthe revised opinion still applies DR 7104 to
federal criminal investigations and is otherwise far from clear
it does conclude that under the rule

prosecutor is authorized by law to employ legitimate
investigative techniques in conducting or supervising
criminal investigations and the use of informants to

gather evidence against suspect will frequently fall
within the ambit of such authorization

___ Hammad 858 F.2d at 839



Although Hainmad no longer poses the same threat to federal law

enforcement objectives that it once did the case will still

exacerbate the uncertainty felt by many government attorneys over

what is appropriate conduct in this area In addition the case

will almost certainly generate additional litigation both inside

and outside the Second Circuit

The conflict between the Departments law enforcement

objectives and the expanding interpretation of DR 7-104 and Model

Rule 4.2 is not confined to the area of criminal law enforcement

The Department also has the statutory duty to investigate

violations of certain civil statutes and defense lawyers have

attempted to use these same ethical rules to impede such

investigations The problem has commonly arisen in the context of

the False Claims Act which provides that the Attorney General

diligently shall investigate violations of-.the Act In cases

involving allegations against corporations and other organizations

Civil Division attorneys have attempted to fulfill that duty by

interviewing individual employees without contacting the companys

attorney restrictive application of these local bar rules

would enable company counsel to control the governments access to

the companys employees whose statements or acts or omissions

could bind the corporation under the Federal Rules of Evidence and

the expansive view of respondeat superior In that.way company

counsel have attempted to thwart meaningful contact between the

government and the individual employee and have in very real

sense created an obstacle to the ability of the employee to

communicate freely with law enforcement officials as mandated by

the False Claims Act

It is easy to see that the effect of applying 7-104 in this

context would often betoprevent Department attorneys from having

any meaningful contact with such employees during the investigative

phase of civil case The mere notification of àompany of .an

intention to talk to its employee can result in the company putting

pressure on the employee not to talk If the employee is

interviewed the presence of company counsel is significant

deterrent to the employees coming forward with any information

damaging to the company

See e.g American Society of Mechanical Engineers Inc

Hydrolevel 456 U.S 566 1982

The whistleblower protection provision of the Act 31

U.S.C Section 3730h was enacted to encourage individual

employees to assist False Claims Act investigations and provides

certain protection to thosewho do so



The Departments policy has been formed slowly but
consistently for several years In April 1980 the Office of Legal
Counsel issued memorandum that concluded that attorneys for the
government and law enforcement officers are limited only by
federal constitutional and statutory provisions in carrying out
their duties Beyond that the memorandum concluded the extent
to which the Department requires its attorneys to conform their
conduct to judicial and bar association interpretations of DR
104 is solely question of policy

The FBI followed by issuing an airtel dated August 11 1980
to all special agents in charge instructing them tb avoid
discussion of pending charges against represented defendant
without prior notification and consent of counsel The letter
which addresses only post-indictment contacts noted three
exceptions to the general practice when the represented

defendant initiated the contact and the ageits informed him of his
right to obtain separate counsel when the representd
defendant continued to engage in criminal conduct other than that
for which he was under indictment in which case the agents were
to avoid discussion of pending charges and when an interview
was necessary to obtain information critical to the safety of life
such as the location of kidnap victim and there was
substantial reason to believe that the presence of counsel would
impede the flow of such information The airtel remains policy
today

Deputy Attorney General Schmults also stated the Departments
belief that it is appropriate for an attorney to conununicate with

represented defendant who initiates communication if the
defendant is advised he may have separate counsel The Executive
Office for United States Attorneys circulated DAG Schinults
statement as Department policy on conmiunications with represented
defendants See United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 30 No

73 February 19 1982

In his letter to the District of Columbia Bar then Deputy
Attorney General Burns stated that Justice Department attorneysare
required and expected to comply with ethical rules and that

practical matter we expect that the oblIgations of federal
attorneys in carrying out their federal duties will rarely if ever
preclude compliance with state or local ethical requirements DAG
Burns concluded however that in the rare instance where an
actual conflict arises the Supremacy Clause forbids the states
from regulating the attorneys conduct in manner inconsistent
with their federal responsibilities as determined by federal law
and the Attorney General

It is the clear poliØy of the Department that in the course
of criminal investigation an attorney for the government is
authorized to direct and supervise the use of undercover law
enforcement agents informants and other cooperating individuals



.6

to gather evidence by communicating with any person who has not

been made the subject of formal federal criminal adversarial

proceedings arising from that investigation regardless of whether

the person is known to be represented by counsel

It is further the policy and the experience of the Department

that what it may do in an undercover setting it may similarly do

overtly Routine contacts with witnesses even when not done

undercover are an integral part of federallaw enforcement even

where lawyer may represent the witness Traditionally local bar

rules have not been thought to prohibit such contact and any

attempt to use the rules in this way runs afoul of the Supremacy

Clause

Finally any rule that would permit non-attorney investigators

or informants to contact represented parties but not at the

direction of an attorney supervisor is an invitation to those non-

attorneys to avoid seeking direction from the responsible

prosecutors and civil lawyers The Department does not endorse any

policy that rewards investigative techniques that must be hidden

from the responsible attorneys

As practical matter Department attorneys are encouraged to

be sensitive to the interests that are sought to be protected by

DR 7104 To this end theDepartment has developed seine general

practices when contact is to be made with represented individuals

In the context of Organized Crime cases the Department has

typically taken the individual seeking access to the prosecutor or

the investigators before court and counsel is appointed for the

individual This procedure if available obviously protects the

interests of the individual in providing him or her the benefit of

legal advice while not triggering any dire consequences from

advertising his or her cooperation

Frequently in corporate settings where one lawyer claims

to represent the interests of all the employees an employee who

seeks to communicate with the investigators or with Department

attorneys is willing to advise the lawyer that he does not want

representation and in that case the individual is not represented

within the meaning of DR 7-104 In such case communication with

the unrepresented individual cannot conceivably be contrary to any

local rule

In the case that the individual wants to avoid confrontation

with the attorney that purports to represent his interests

Department attorneys can encourage him or her to consult with

alternative counsel or may seek to have other counsel appointed

as in the Organized Crime context Often in these situations the

individuals desire not to confide in the third-partys attorney

or tO confront that attorney is due to his or her perception of

conflict of interest Where that conflict is real and apparent



Department attorneys should consider asking the attorney to

disqualify himself or herself and should move to disqualify the

attorney if appropriate

frequent and difficult situation is where corporation has
counsel continuously on retainer which counsel claim to represent
all employees on all corporate matters while investigators want
to interview several employees who may not even be aware that

.1 lawyer purports to represent them It is difficult to conceive
that true attorney client relationship has developed between the

attorney and the employee on the matter under investigation as the

attorney is unaware of the matter and the employee is unaware of
the attorney This alone would seem to militate against the
relevance of DR 7104 Nevertheless the defense bar argues that
such communications may violate the disciplinary rule It is the
Departments position in such an instance that where the
Constitution and federal law permit legitimate investigative
contact DR 7104 does not present an obstacle

Attorneys and agents conducting such interviews as opposed
to undercover contacts should begin by advising the individual
that an attorney has purported to represent himor her and that
the individual is free to utilize the attorney If the individual
consents to further interviews and states that he or she does not
want the third party attorney present because he or she does not
believe that the attorney will not represent his or her interests
DR 7104 does not prohibit further contact

In sum it is the Departments position that contact with
represented individual in the course of.authorized law enforcement
activity does not violate DR 7-104 The Department will resist
on Supremacy Clause grounds local attempts to curb legitimate
federal law enforcement techniques

In the near future the Department will codify language in the
Standards of Conduct 28 C.F.R Part 45 that will make the
Departments position clear to the bench and bar We intend to
make clear that the authorized by law exemption in DR 7-104

applies to all communications with represented individuals by
Department attorneys or by others acting at their direction The
Department also anticipates that the language will clarify that the

Supremacy Clause will continue to provide Department attorneys and

agents with adequate assurances that the United States will support
them if any disciplinary authority other than the United States
attempts to interfere with the legitimate investigative
prerogatives of the government The Department anticipates that
the provision will appear substantially as follows

In the course of investigating and prosecuting violations
of federal criminal law and investigating and litigating
civil enforcement matters law enforcement officers
including Department of Justice attorneys and those



acting at their direction often have occasion to contact

or communicate with individuals represented by counsel

Such contacts or communicationS are an important element

of effective law enforcement Accordingly an attorney

employed by the Department and any individual acting at

the direction of that attorney is authorized to contact

or communicate with any individual in the course of an

investigation or prosecution unless the contact or

communication is prohibitedby the Constitution statute
Executive Order or applicable federal regulation

As part of the ongoing process of ensuring that DR 7-104

cannot be invoked to cripple federal investigative techniques and

to provide consistent source to articulate and to implement the

policy of the Department in this area Edward S.G Dennis Jr
Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division will be available

to provide advice and assistance in determining if particular
contact with represented person is consistent with the policies

of the Department Any questions about contacting represented

parties should be referred to

Edward S.G Dennis Jr
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
FTS 6332601

All supervisory attorneys should ensure that all Department

attorneys are aware of the position articulated in this Memorandum

and the availability of advice and assistance in the Department



EXHIBIT

SEC 6215 PROHIBITION AGAINST FIREARMS AND DANGEROUS WEAPONS
IN FEDERAL FACILITIES

IN GERAL.Chapter 44 of title 18 United States Code is

amended by adding at the end the following new section

930 Possession of firearms and dangerous weapons in Federal
facilities

Except as provided in subsection whoever knowingly
possesses or causes to be present firearm or other dangerous
weapon in Federal facility or attempts to do so shall be fined
under this title or imprisoned not more than year or both

Whoever with intent that firearm or other dangerous
weapon be used in the commission of crime knowingly possesses
or causes to be present such firearm or dangerous weapon in
Federal facility or attempts to do so shall be fined under this title

or imprisoned not more than years or both
Subsection shall not apply to

the lawful performance of official duties by an officer
agent or employee of the United States State or political
subdivision thereof who is authorized by law to engage in or
supervise the prevention detection investigation or prosecu
tion of any violation of law

the possession of firearm or other dangerous weapon by
Federal official or member of the Armed Forces if such

possession is authorized by law or
the lawful carrying of firearms or other dangerous weap

ons in Federal
facility incident to hunting or other lawful

purposes
Nothing in this section limits the power of court of the

United States to punish for contempt or to promulgate rules or
orders regulating restricting or prohibiting the possession of weap
ons within any building housing such court or any of its proceedings
or upon any grounds appurtenant to such building

As used in this section

The term Federal facility means building or part
thereof owned or leased by the Federal Government where
Federal employees are regularly present for the purpose of
performing their official duties

The term dangerous weapon means weapon device
instrument material or substance animate or inanimate that
is used for or is readily capable of causing death or serious

bodily injury except that such term does not include pocket
knife with blade of less than /2 inches in length

Notice of the provisions of subsections and shall be
posted conspicuously at each public entrance to each Federal facil
ity and no person shall be convicted of an offense under subsection

with respect to Federal facility if such notice is not so posted at
such facility unless such person had actual notice of subsectiona.

Ci.aici oMr.The table of sections for chapter 44 of
title 18 United States Code is amended by adding at the end the
following new item

930 Possession of firearms and dangerous weapons in Federal facilities.
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Bureau of Consular Affairs
tJ.S Department of State

Washington D.C 20520

PASSPORT SERVICES

Denial and Revocation of Passports of
Convicted Drug Traffickers

In November of 1988 the President signed into law the AntiDrug
Abuse Act of .1988 The Department of State has adopted
regulations that implement an important part of that Act
Specifically the newregulatibns provide that the Secretary of
State shall deny issuance of or revoke the passports of
convicted drug traffickers

This Notice provides an explanation of these regulations
Additionally it describes what information the Department
seeks from federal and state judicial and law enforcement
authorities to assist it in making such determinations. The
Department invites the cooperation and assistance of federal
and state authorities in this important enforcement area
Finally the Notice describes the Departments present
regulations providing for the denial or revocation of passports
in cases involving other law enforcement situations

Responsibility of the Department of State

The new regulations provide that passport shall not be issued
or shall be revoked where the Secretary of State is informed
by competent authority that the person is subject to
imprisonment or supervised release as result of conviction
for federal or state felony drug offense The offense must
have invOlved the use of U.S passport or the crossing of an
international border In addition the Secretary has the
discretion to deny or revoke passports in cases involving
misdemeanor convictions for federal and state drug offenses not
involving first convictions for possession of controlled
substance
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Information Required to Implement these Regulations

In general the following information should be submitted

Name of offender

Date of birth of offender

place of birth of offender

Passport number if known
-Copy of judgment or

Order dontaining conditions of sentencing or

supervised release
Documentation of circumstances surrounding use of

u.s passport or crossing of an international border

in the commission of the offense

In the case of misdemeanor offenses special
circumstances warranting Department action

Humanitarian or emergency considerations

The Department recognizes that the use of U.S passport or

the crossing of an international border may not necessarily
constitute an element of federal or state drug offense

Nevertheless the Secretary must receive information about one

or both of these facts in order to be able to take action

Authorities may submit this information in letter form or

submit copies of official documents that contain the necessary
information

Where to Send Information

Information should be addressedto

Office of Citizenship Appeals and Legal Assistance

Passport Services

Department of State

1425 Street N.W Room 300

Washington D.C 20524
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Alternate Submissions

The Departments current regulations provide for thedenial
revocation or limitation of passports in any case in which the

applicant is the subject of an outstanding Federal warrant of
arrest for felony or the applicant is subject to federal or
nonfederal criminal court order or condition of probabtion or
parole that forbids departure from the United States The

Department notes that these provisions apply to broader range
of criminal conduct than the new regulations and they do not
require showing that the criminalactivity at issue involved
the use of U.S passport of the crossing of an international
border There may be circumstances therefore when submitting
authorities may prefer to relay information pursuant to these

provisions

If authorities wish to make showings under these provisions
information about the following should be submitted

Name of offender
Date of birth of offender
Place of birth of offender

Passport number if known
Copy of warrant or

Copy of criminal court Order or order of probation
or parole

Collection approved by 0MB 0MB 1405-0077 expiration date
6/90


